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GUARANTEE SECTION 
and 
food aid financing Article  10  of  Regulation  CEEC)  No.  729/70  on  ti1e  financing  of  the· common 
agricultural  policy  requires  the  Commission  to  submit  to  the  Council  and 
to  the  European  Parliament  before  1  July  each  year,  ''a  financial  report 
on  tl1e  administration  of  the  Fund  during  the  preceding  financial  year  and, 
in  particularp  on  the  state of  its resources  and  the'nature of  its expendi-
ture  and  the  conditions  under  which  Community  financing  has  been  effected''. 
This  report  covers  the  activities  of  the  Guarantee  Section of  the  EAGGF  for 
the  1979  1inancial  year.  The  activities of  the  Guidance  Section  are dealt 
with  in  a  separate  report. 
The  Guarantee  Section  finances  expenditure  resulting  from  the  common 
policy  on  agricultural  markets  and  prices.  Under  Articles  2  and  3  of 
Regulation  (EEC)  no.  729/70p  this  is  ~iv1ded into  refunds  on  exports 
to  non-member  countries  to  cover  the  difference  between  Community  prices 
and  world  prices,  and  various  intervention  measures  designed  to  stabilize 
agricultural  markets  (storage,  withdraw~lfrom the  market,  price  compensation, 
guidance  premiums). 
N.B.  This  draft  of  the  Report  was  completed  on  26  September  1980. ,, 
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SUMMARY  OF  THE  NINTH  FINANCIAL  REPORT 
EAGGF  - GUARANTEE  SECTION 
Title  I  - Community  financing  of  markets 
1.  Expenditure  totalled  10  441  m  EUA1,  which  represents  an  increase of 
1  768  m  EUA  or  20%  compared  with  1978" 
This  sh~rp  increase  is  mainly  the  result  of  the  surplus  in  the  milk 
and  milk  products  sector  and  the  measures  adopted  to  encourage  the 
sale  of  butter  and  skimmed-milk  powder  (+  513  m EUA);  the  decline  in 
the  markets  for  meat  (+  211  m EUA);  the  world  situation  as  regards 
ce~eals,  ricep  oilseeds  qnd  sugar  (+  609  m EUA);  and  the  financial 
effects  of  the  increased  support  for  Mediterranean  products  implemented 
in  1978,  in particular for  fruit  and  vegetables  (+342m  EU~and olive 
oil  (+215m  EUA).  For  other  products  the  increase  is  Less  marked,  and 
expenditure  on  monetary  compensator~ amounts  actually fell  by  172  m EUA. 
As  the  initial appropriations  were  insufficient,  a  supplementary  budget 
of  802  m ELA  was  required  to  cover  the deficit,  not  counting  203  m EUA 
for  milk  products  spent  in  the  Member  States,  which  will  be  covered 
by  the  1980  budget., 
2.  Expenditure  on  refunds  increased  more,markedly  than  that  on  intervention 
rising  to  47.7%  of  total  expenditure.  The  value  of  products  in  inter-
vention  storage  amounts  to  2  000  m EUA,  but  stocks  nf  milk  powder  have 
decreased  uhi le  those  of  1r1heat  have  increased. 
The  gross  cost  and  the  net  cost,  i.e.  less  agricultural  levies  (8  297m  EUA) 
increased  to  0.60%  and  0.48%  of  the  Community's  gross  domestic  product 
respectiveLy~  as  compared  with  0.56%  and  0.41%  in  1978. 
m  EUA  =  miLI.ion  European  IJnits  of  account,, 3. 
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The  Commission  was  no  looqer  able  to  meet  the  cost  of  financing  the 
paying  agencies  by  November  1979,  as  the  suppl~mentary budget proposed 
.in  September  was  not  adopted  until  December.  This  led to  temporary 
difficulties  in  some  departments. 
4.  This  exceptional  situation  makes  it  impossible  to give  the  customary 
assessment  of  the  cash position  in  the  Member  States or  transfers 
of  appropriations,  these  having  largely  been  incorporated  into  the  ~raft 
budget. 
Title III- Enquiries  and  irregularities 
5.  The  Commission ·pursued  several  specific  enquiries,  and  carried out  a 
se{ective  check  relating to  monetary  compensatory  amounts.  This  Led  to 
the  conclusion  that  there  were  shortcomings  in  the  areas  of  internal 
control,  and  in  the  treatment  of  documentary  evidence.  These  shortcomings, 
as  well  as  certain  instances  where  Community  provisions,  were  communicated 
to  the  relevant  Member  States  for  corrective action. 
6.  A total  of. 116  cases  of  irregularities were  reported  by  Member  States  in 
1979.  These  involved  2.1  m EUA,  of  which  1.2  m EUA  was  recovered.  As 
in  1978,  the  number  of  cases  defected  was  lower  than  in  previous  years. 
Most  cases  concern  intervention  expenditure  on  milk  products  (37  cases)p 
beef  (34  cases)p  and  monetary  compensatory  amounts  (18  cases). 
Title  IV- Clearance  of  accounts 
7.  The  Commission  adopted  the  decision  on  closure  cif  the  accounts  for  1973 
on  12  October  1979.  Out  of  ~ total  of  3  635  m EUA  declared  expenditure, 
about  37m  EUA  was  not  recognized  by  the  Commission  because  it  related  to 
expenditure  which  did  not  conform  to  Community  ~ules. 
The  Commission  made  internal  arrangements  for  tGe  us~ of  more  selective 
control  methods  and  for  the  grouping  of  the  wor~ of  two  years  together 
so  that  the  backlog  in  the  clearance  of  accounts  can  be  cleared. VI/169/80-EN 
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The  legal  proceedings  resulting  from  the  deci~ions on  the  clearance of  the 
accounts.for  1971  and  1972  ended  at  the  beginning  of  1979.  The  Court 
of  Justice  in  the  main  found  in  favour  of  the  Commission~ b9th  as  to 
. questions  of  principle  and  in  six  of  the  seven  contentious  cases. 
Title  V - Financing  of  C~mmunity food  aid 
8.  Food  aid  is  financed  in  accordance  with  rules  similar  to  those  for  the 
Guarantee  Section.  The  Commission  made  monthly  advances  amounting  to 
273.4  m EUA,,  i.e.  an  increase  of  9.2%  compared  with  1978.  A total  of 
241.1  m EUA  went  on  aid  programmes  for  the  suppiy  of  milk  products 
(161  m EUA)  and  cereals  (80  m EUA).  A further  17.9 m EUA  was  paid 
'  directly to  various  agencies  responsible  for  food  aid  operations. 
* 
*  * 
In  conclusion,  the  Commission  considers  that  the  EAGGF  is an  important 
financial  instrument,  the  operation of  which  should  be  further  improved 
so  as  to  limit  expenditure  which  assuring  the  proper  management  of 
public  funds. '  v -
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Last  year  was  a  critical one  with  regard  to  EAGGF  guarantee  spending  on  the 
common  agricultural  policy,  and  developments  strengthened  awareness  in  the 
Community  instituti0ns  of  the  need  to  curb  this growth  ~n  expenditure.  While 
the  incr'ease  in  exoenditure  1-1as  sLightly  Less  than  in  previous  years,.  it  t-!as 
nevertheless  more  marked  than  had  been  originally anticipated.  In  particular, 
expenditur2  in  the  rn·!Lk  sector  cont·inued  to  inuease to the  point  \~hel'e  it 
accounted  for  about  25%  of  the  Community
1 s  own  resources.  The  lack  of  control 
over  the  cost  of  the  milk  market  was  one  reason  why  the  new  European  Parliament 
r'ejec:ted  the  draft  '1980  Budget  at  the  end  of  1979. 
t~ith  r·egc;rd  to  the  1979  ·financial  year_.,  the  pr·ovision  :71·f  additional  appropriatio·ns 
to the  EAGGF.  Guarantee-Section  under  a  supplementary  budget  proved  an  awkward 
arrangement.  This  situation  led  to  temporary  disruptions  in  the  administration 
of  the  appropriations  and,  for  a  short  period,  in  the  payments  by  the  paying 
agencies. 
The  Commission  believes  that  efforts  to  curb  the  growth  in  this expediture  must 
be  continuedr  both  by  amendments  to  the  regulation  on  agriculture  by  the 
Council,  and  by  thP  use  of  its  own  powers  of  management. 
The  forecasts  should  also  be  furtl1er  improved  to  obviate,  as  far  as possible, 
the  introduction  o:  suoplementary  budgets"  However,.  compLetely  accura'l:e 
est~mate~;  cannot  bf'  mach,  Expenditw·e  to  r·eguLate  the  ma,·kets  ·is  subject  to 
changes  due  not  011ly  to  policy  decisionsp  sometime~ of  considerable  importance, 
with  t'eq-'!rd  to  pti-:e::  and  retated  mea';ur·esp  but .aLso  •·  ancl  to  at  Leas·;:  the 
same  extent  •·  to  natur-al  supply  end  demand  developments  ·jn  the  mar·kets 
themselves  (prices  2nd  quantities). 
In  addition  there  is  a  time  Lag  between  any  particular  measure  and  the 
payment  related  to  it. 
It  is  ·in  dlis  conte)<t  that  the  ·functioning  of  the  E.~GGF  must  be  further 
improved,  particularly  with  the  aim  of  provid1ng  fuller  accounting  and 
economic  data,  w~ich  shou~d be  processed  more  rapidly.  The  Commission 
r  of  an  over-c:ll l 
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or  sectorial  insufficiency of  appropriations  and  would  be  able  to take  any 
necessary  measures. 
The  Member  States,  which  make  the  actual  payments,  should participate  more 
act~vely by  providing  fuller  better  quality data,  which  should then  be 
processed  by  the  Commission  using  modern  techniques,  including  EDP. 
~s  in  previous  years,  the  clearance of  accounts  has  been  hampered,  despite 
·- ,'_r:_·r~agging  efforts  by  the of·ficials  concerned,  by  serious administrative 
jifl~C~Ltl~-.  "~th  the  imminent  threat  that  the  work  might  come  to  a  halt 
altogether.  The  ]uJgments  given  by  the  Court  of  Justice  in  early  1979  which 
ldr~e~y endorsed  the  Commiss~on's  views~ followed  by  the  introduction  by  the 
Commiision  of  more  selective  control  methods  and  the  systematic 
am<1Lq3mat·ion  oi  dc.ta  control  work,  allot-Jed  the  deadlock 'tO  be  broken  and 
d  start  to  be  made  on  eliminating  ~he backlog. 
The  Co~m1s~1un  is  giving  particular  attention  to  the  various  investigations 
being  carried out,  with  a  view  to  an  in-depth  consideration of  how  the 
conc0pt  of  irregularities  in  the  Member  States  should  be  interpreted.  In 
p2rt1cular,  the  application of  the  new  directive  providing  ~or verification 
of  commercial  document~  in  firms  is  being  followed  closely. 
:t  must  also  be  noted  that  the  strengthening  of  the  control  bodies  -
the  Court  of  Auditors  and  the  European  Parliament  - has  also entailed  a 
substantial  increase  in  workload  for  the departments  concerned. VI/169/80-EN 
TITLE  I 
COMMUNITY  FINANCING  OF  MARKETS 
~xpenditure by  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section  in  1979  totalled  10  440.7  m EUA1, 
an  increase  of  20%  over  1978.  The  initial  appropriations  amounted  to 
.9  602.1  m EUA,  and  a  supplementary  budget  of  802  m EUA  had  to be  requested. 
Thus,  allowing  for  a  carryover  of  30.4  m EUA  from  1978  and  6.2  m EUA  available 
from  the  clearance  of  accounts,  the  total  appropriations  available  came  to 
10  440.7  m EUA. 
Expenditure  by  the  Guarantee  Section  depends  on  a  lar~e number  of  factors.,  many 
'  '  of  which  are  still not  known  when  the  budget  estimates  are  produced.  These 
include 
farm  price  adjustments  and  various  changes  to the operation of  the  common 
market  organi~ations;  which  were  adopted  after the  budget  and  which  in-
fluenced  expenditure  during  the  financial  year  in  question  ; 
economic  factors  of  agricultural  origin  (  Level  of production;  prices  on 
the  intern~l market  and  on  the  world  market)  or  of :non- agricultural  origin 
(  the  monetary  situation,  delays  between  operations  and  payments  by  the 
paying  agencies). 
1.  Agricultural  prices  and  adjustments  to  market  mechanisms  with  financial 
consequences 
Expenditure  by  the  Guarantee  Section  was  influenced  by  the  adjustments  to  the 
agricultural prices  for  the  1979/80  marketing  year  and  the various  changes 
made  in  the  common  market  organizations.  These  were  decided  on  either 
by  reference  to  the  related  measures  adopted  at  the  same  time  as  the 
prices,  or  during  the  1979  financial  year,  and  had  a  direct  influence  on 
the. management  of  financing  by  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section. 
m  EUA  = million  European  units  of  account. VI/169/80-EN 
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1.1.  Agricultural  prices 
' 1 • 2. 
On  22  June  1979  the  Council  adopted  a  series  of  decisions  under  an 
overall  general  agreement  relating  to  the  fixing  of  the  agricultural 
prices  for  the  1979/80  marketing  year,  together  with  related  measures 
and  measures  to  do  with  the  monetary  situation. 
As  regards  the  adjustment  of  prices,  it  was  agreed  to  increase  them 
by  1.SY.;  with  the  exception  of  those  for  milk  products.  The  related 
measures  mainly  concern  the  dairy  sector  (maintaining  the  co-responsibility 
levy  at  0.5%, -butter  subsidies,  school  milk),  beef  and  veal  (renewal  of 
calving  premiums  and  premiums  for  the  slaughter  of  certain  full-grown 
cattle),  cereals  (the  transfer  of  200,000  T of  cereals  to  Italy), 
and  fruit  and  vegetables  <aids  for  certain processed  fruits!. 
In  the  agri-moneta~l ~ector some  progress  has  been  made  towards  the 
abolition  of  compens~tory amounts,  witn  a  reduction  of  1 percentage 
point  for  Germany,  and  1/2  percentage  point  for  the  Benelux  countries 
(except  for  milk  products).  In  addition,  the  green  rates  for  the  Italia~ 
Lira,  the  pound  sterling  and  the  French  franc  were  devalued,  which  led 
to~ reduction  in  the  levels ~f MCA. 
The  policy,  which  aims  to  reduce  MCAs?  continued  therefore  in 
1979  and  expenditure  under  this  heading  fels from  880  m tUA  in  1978 
to  70! m EUA  in  1979, 
The  price adjustments  and  the  adoption of  the  related  measures  additional 
involved  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section  in  additional  expenditure  of 
approximately  200  m EUA  for  the  1979  financial  year. 
Adjustm•nts  in  certain  sectors  having  financial  consequences. 
These  include  adjustments  agreed  when  the prices  wer~ fixed  as  well  as 
those  adopted  durihg  the  year. 
1.2.1.  Milk  and  milk  products 
The  situation  in  th• dairy  market  still presents  a  major  problem  for 
the  Community  because  of  the difficulties  in disposing of production 
and  the  resulting  high  costs  for  the  Guarantee  Section. 
The  main  surplus  products  are  skimmed-milk  powder  and  butter. 
i)r'  January  1,  1979  public  stocks  of  these  two  pr•oducts  amounted 
to approximately  72a:JOO  and258  000  tonnes  respectively. 
.. _, 
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At  the  end  of  1979  these  stocks  totalled about  215  000  and  293  000  tonnes. 
The  Community's  main  concern  was  thus  to establish  an  equilibrium  in the 
dairy  market  by  continuing  the  existing policy  and  by  increasing  measures 
to  encourage  an  expansion  in  the  market. 
(a)  Co-responsibility  levy  and  related measures 
This  measure  which  is  the financial  contribution of  the  milk  producers  to-
wards  achieving  an  equilibrium  in  the  market,  was  introduced  by  Regulation 
(EEC)  No.  1079/77  with  effect  from  1  June  1978,  at  the  rate of  O.SX  of  the 
target  price  for  milk  (214  ECU/t)  and  was  renewed  at  the  same  level  for  the 
1979/80 marketing  year.  In  1979  receipts  amounted  to  94.2  m EUA. 
These  funds  were  used  to  finance  measures  to  expand  the  market  as  follows  : 
Table  1  Receipts  from  the  co-responsibility  levy  on  milk  and  allocation 
of  proceeds  among  various  schemes.  II  EUA 
~Ieasure  1977  1978  1979  16.9.1977  to  31.12.1979 
A.  Receipts  from 
co-r1sponsibility 
levy 
(from  16.  9> 
24.0  156.1  94.2  274.3 
:=================================================  =================================== 
p. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Expenditure 
School  milk 
(Reg. 1  080/77) 
Butter  for  the  manu-
facture  of  ice-cream 
CReg.262/79) 
Concentrated butter 
for  direct  consumption 
CReg.649/78l 
(d)  Promotion,  advertising 
and  market  research  in 
the  Community 
(Reg.723/78) 
7.5 
(e)  Market  research  outside - ~ 
the  Community 
(Reg.  1993/78) 
(f)  Improvement  of  the 
quality of  milk 
(Reg.  1271/78 and  723/78) 
10.3 
28.2_ 
4.7 
10.1 
30.0  40.3 
25.9  61.6 
1.5  6.2 
' 
~ 
'•37 .4 
' 
37.4 
l 
2.9  'i·  ~3.0  (  10.1 
~  5. 5  I  15.5 
i 
Expenditure/revenue  GO  31  34  117.2  62.4 
========================================-==========-=========-~======================= 
Excluding  appropriations  carried over  1rom  one  year  tq  the next. 
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In  addition,  some  of  the  measures  designed  to  enlarge  the  market  were  increased 
in  1979~  as  folLows  : 
the  measures  provided  for  in  Regulation  CEEC)  No.  649/78  on  the  sale of  in-
tervention  butter  at  reduced prices  for  direct  consumption  in  the  form 
of  concentrated  butter  were  extended  to  include  cream  in·private  storage; 
the  promotion  and  advertising  measures  were  extended  up  to  31  March  1980. 
the  measures  relating  to  the  sale  of  butter  at  reduced  prices  for  the 
manufacture  of  pastry products,  ice-cream  and  other  food  stuffs  were  re-
inforced  by  Regulation  CEEC)  No.262/79  of  12  February  1979,  which  extended 
the  scope  of  such  sales  and  granted  aid,  with  effect  from  16  July  1979  for 
butter  from  private  storage  intended  for  the  manufacture  of  these  products 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No.1468/79). 
(b)  Measures  connected  with  the  1979/80 pri·ces 
In  connection  with  the  decision  on  agricultural  prices  for  the  1979/80 
marketing  year,it  was  decided  : 
for  milk: 
0 
0 
to  increase  Community  aid  in  respect  of  the  school  milk  programme  to 
100%  of  the  target  price  with  effect  from  1  September  1979  (additional 
cost  in  1979  :  about  10  m EUA); 
to  extend  until  the  end  of  the  1979/80  marketing  year  the 5ystem  of 
premiums  for  the  non-marketing  of  milk  and  mil~ products  and  the 
conversion  of  dairy  herds  to  beef  production  (cost  during  the  1979/80 
marketing  year  to  the  Guarantee  Section.,  which  finances  60%:  about 
210m  EUA); 
for  butter  :  the  Member  States  are  required  to  adopt  one  of  the 
following  measures  to  reduce  the  price of  butter  for  direct  consumtion 
0  to grant  aid;  75%  of  t~e aid  actually granted  in  any  case  not  more 
0 
than  50  EUA/100'kg  will  be  the  Limit  of  Community  financing  (cost 
over  '12  months:  about  1/6 m EUA); 
to sell  off  butter  from  public  or  private  stocks  with  a  Community 
aid of  90  EUA/100  kg  (cost  over  12  months  :  about  225  m EUA). VI/169/ 80-EN 
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(c)  ~  mea.§_ures 
Since  stocks  of  skimmed-milk  powder  h&d  been  falling. remarkably  since 
September,  3pecial  sales  of  this product  for  use  in  pig  and  poultry  feed  were 
suspended  with  effect  from  23  October  1979  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No.2307/79  of 
19  October.(saving  for  1980:  about  465  m EUA). 
In  addition,  Regulation  No.  2338/79  of  24  October  reduced  the  special  aid 
for  Liquid  skimmed  milk  for  feed  for  animals  other  than  young  calves  (saving 
uver  12  months  ~  about  24m  EUA). 
Because  of  the  imbalance  on  the  market  in  certain  cheeses,  especially  Italian 
cheeses,  the  existing private  storage  aid  was  extended  to  include  long-
keeping  cheese  of  the  Pecorina  romano  type  taken  into  storage  between 
1  January  and  31  March  1979  (Regulation  CEEC)  No.  2948/78)  and  for  Italian 
Emrnental  and  Gruy~re taken  into  stock  between  7  May  and  30  September  1979 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No.  877/79~. The  cost  of  these  measures  is  about  8  m EUA. 
1 
Beef  and  veal 
In  the  beef  and  veal  sector,  calving  premiums  and  premiums  for  the 
slaughter  of  full-grown  cattle  wer~ renewed.  The  rules  for  the  sale 
.  '1  of  intervention  meat  were  also  rev1sed  ,  in  order  to  avoid  disruption 
in  the  market  and  to  ensure  pqual  access  to products  and  equal  treat-
ment  of  purchases,  particularly  in  the  case  of  sales at  standard prices 
fixed  in  advance. 
With  this  in  mindr  the  procedures  for  the  sale  of  intervention  beef 
at  reduced  prdces  to  certain  welfare  institutions  and  bodies  were 
amended  by  ReguLation  (EEC)  No.  2374/79  of  26  October  1979. 
Howeverr  desp~te considerable  sales  in  this  sector,  intervention 
stocks  of  beef  at  the  end  of  1979  were  at  a  slighty higher  Level 
than  et  the  end  of  1978" 
Regulation  No.  216/69  on  this  question  was  repealed  ~nd replaced  by 
Regulat·ion  No.,  2'173/79,1'  to~h·ich  came  into  "force  on  1  November  '1979" VI/169/80-EN 
1.2.3.  Pig  meat 
There  were  abundant  supplies  of  pig  meat  ir the  Community  in  1979 
and  temporary measures  were  adopted  to  reg~late the  market. 
Special  conditions  relating to  the  grant  of  aid for  private  storage 
were  applied  from  29  January  1979  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No.  142/79 
together  with  measures  to  again  protect  the  Community  market  with 
regard  to  imports  from·third  countries. 
1.2.4.  Oils  and  fats 
(a)  Olive  Oil 
The  n~w system  of  aid  for  oliye oilp  introduced  when  the  basic 
regulation  on  the  common  or~anization of  the olive oil  market  was 
revised,  entered  into  force  at  the  beginning of  the  1979/80 market-
ing  year1•  For  the  members  of  a  producers
1  organization  the  aid 
to  production  remains  based  on  the  quantity actually produced. 
For  n6n-members,  it is  replaced  by  a  standard  aid  which  is 
mainly  based  on  the  production potential.  Payments  to  this 
category of  producer  can  thus  be  made  mO!'e  1·apidly than  in  the 
past. 
As  regards  aid for  consumption,  the  adoption  of  the  relevant  rules 
<Council  Regulation  CEEC)  No.  3089/78  and  Commission  Regulation  (EEC) 
No.  557/79  was  delayed.  The  system of  aid  for  consumption  did  not 
therefore  become  operational  until· 1  April  1979. 
On  9  August  1979,  the  Council  adopted  Regulation  (EEC)  No.  1794/79 
amending  Regulation  CEEC)  No.  154/75.  This  provides  for  a  deduc-
tion  of  1.47%  of  the  production  aid for  the  1979/80  marketing  year, 
in addition  to  the  deductions  already made  for  preceding  years  for 
the  financing  of  the  register  of  olive  cultivation.  The  regulation 
also  stipulates that  if these  deductions  do  not  cover  all  the 
expenditure  involved  in  establishing this. register,  other  deductions 
will  be  decided  upon.  After  a  trial period,  therefore,  and  finali-
zation  of  the  method  for  establishing the  register,  ~ark can  actualty 
commence~ 
1  See  8th  Financial  Report,  paragraph  1.2.A. VI/169/80-EN 
(b)  OiL seeds  ------· 
To  er.,;ourag<:  the  clevelopm<:?r:t  of  S§l.~.!£r2!_cJ. product·ion  and  to  help 
growers  to  cope  with  the  technical  difficulties  inherent  in  establishing 
this  crop  in  the  Community,  an  aid  to  supplement  the  existing  aid  was 
introduced  on  a  temporary  basis  by  Rpgulation  (EEC)  No.  1610/79 of 
2L:  July  'i9 79.  It  is  applicable  ·from  the  bGginning  o-F  the  1979/80  marketing 
year  until  the  end  o·f  the  1981/82  marketing  )'ear·"  The  total  cost  of  this 
sector  in  the  1979/80  marketing  year  is  about  0.2  m EUA. 
!-Is  the  Community's  policy  is  t:o  deveLop  the  pr·oduction  of  £.s.:'a  bea'2.~.r 
the. system of  aid  based  on  an  indicative  yield provided  for  in 
Regulation  CEEC)  No.  1900/74  was  replaced  by  a  system  based  an  the 
actual  production  of  soya  beans  applicable  from  the  1980/81  marketing 
year  u0der  Regulation  CEEC)  No.  1614/79  of  24  July  1979. 
l.rJine  sectcr 
Ca)  The  body  of  ComiTiUility  legisLation  on  the  t~ine  sector·  consisted  of 
a  large  number  of  teY.ts.,  too  many  for  easy  use.  The  leg·islation  was 
ther·efore  consolidated  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No"  337/7'9  o-f  5  February 
'1979. 
(b)  For  ~he  1978/79  marketing  year  the  harvest  required  the  grant  of 
eid  in  respect  of  concentrated grape  must  be  produced  in  the  Community 
and  used  ~o  increase  the  alcoholic  s~rength of  wi~e  (Regulation  {EEC) 
No ..  '130/T-i  of  25  ,lanua<"Y  19'{<;')(cost  over  t1,.Jelvc  mon.ths  ·;  about 
9  m  EUfU  .. 
:riJdle  cf  19?9,  aid  fu~  tt.e  2  ;toragc  of  t&bte  ~ine  was  re-intr0duced 
(d)  Th-:: 
:,  ; 
>'  :.  " 
<:  -~,· '"  :, ; ( 
'1''' 1.2.6.  Other  sectors 
(a)  Cereals 
-R-
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Under  Regulation  (EEC)  No.  946/79,  carry  over  payments  tvere  granted 
for  common  wheat,  rye  and  maize  in  stock  at  the  end  of  the  1978/79 
marketing  year.  As  a  result  of  the  difference  between  the  intervention 
price when  the  monthly  increases  in  this price ended,  and  the 
intervention price at  the  beginning  of  the  1979/80 marketing  year, 
action  had  to  be  taken  in  the  form  of  these  payments,  to prevent  too 
Large  a  quantity of  cereals  being  presented  for  intervention  instead 
of  being  sold  nor~ally on  the  market  before  the  beginning  of  the  new 
marketing  year. 
In  June  the  Cou~cil also  decided  to  transfer  to  Italy  ZOO  000  tonnes  of 
bread  wheat  from  intervention  stocks. 
Cb)  Fruit and  vegetables 
The  b~sic  regulation  bn  this  sector  was  amended  on  19  Febr0ary  to 
permit  preventive  withdrawals  of  apples  and  pears  by  producer  organizations. 
As  regards  processed fruit  and  vegetables,  the  List  of  products  eligible 
ior  production  aid  was  expanded  to  include  certain other  processed 
products  such  as  Williams  pears  in  syrup,  cherries  in  syrup,  and  products 
processed  from  tomatoes.  Aid  for  these first  two  ~roducts is  restricted 
to  a  quantity  not  exceeding  105%  of  the  quantity produced  in  1978  (cost 
over  twel~e months  :  about  35m  EUA). 
(c)  Sugar  and  isoglucose 
Regulation  (EEC)  No.  1111/77  Laying  down  common  provisions  for  iso-
glucose  was  amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No.  1243/79 to take  account 
of  a  judgment  of  the  Court  of  Justice.  A system of  production 
quotas  and  export  refunds  similar to that  in  force  in  the  sugar 
se:tor  therefore  now  applies  to  isoglucose. .'. ·.·. '/) 
·,,· 
Vl/169/~d-~N 
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2.  Analysis  of ·the  financing  of  markets 
2.1.  Comparison  of  initial  acoropriations  and  disbursements 
Table  2  compates  in~tial  budget  appropriations  (9  602.1  m EUA)  with 
expenditure  e·ffected  by  the  end  of  the  financial  year,  after  adjustment  of  the 
funds  available  by  a  carryover  of  30.4  m EUA  from  1978;  a  supplementary 
budget  of  802  m EUA,  and  an  additional  6.1  m  EUA  available  following  a  rect-
ification  of  decisions  on  the  clearance of  the  accounts  (see  paragraph  5.3.2.Cb)). 
2  .• 1.1.  The  Agricultural  sectors  (1) 
The  following  observations  can  be  made  after detailed examination of  the 
individual  sectors 
(a)  Cereals 
The  1979  harvest  showed  a  5.4%  decline  on  the  good  production  cf  thP  1978  harvest, 
mainly  due  to  lower  yields.  The  abundant  ·1978  harvest  led  to  an  increase  in 
expenditure  on  this  sector  in  1979  (1  563.7  m EllA)  compared  with  1978  (1  112.5  m 
EUA),  mainly  due  to exports,  which  involved  heavy  expenditure  on  refunds 
(1  '84.7  m EUA  as  compared  with  831.9  m EUA  in  1978). 
Nonetheless,  compared  with  the  initial appropriations  for  1979,  this expenditure 
on  refunds  was  255  m EUA  Less  than  the estimate;  world prices  in  fact 
increased substantially  at  the  beginning  of  1979,  Leading  to  a  decrease  in  the 
level  of  the  refund.  Intervention  expenditure  C379  m EUA)  was  56  less  than 
forecast.  This  difference  is  due  mainly  to  the  fact  that  expenoiture  on  carry-
over  payments  was  considerably  Less  than  anticipated, because  of  the  1.5%  price 
increase  for  1979/80 which  was  then  underlined  by  increases  at  the  national 
Level  following  the  reoresentative  rates,  and  because  special  measures 
(private  storage)  w.ere  not  employed. 
Cb)  Milk  and  milk  oroducts  sector 
Expenditure  amounted  to  4  527.5  m EUA.  It  exceeded  the  esti~ates by  809.9  m EUA 
and  1978  expenditure  by  512.8  m EUA. 
This  situation  is the  direct  consequence  of  an  increase  in  production 
for  which  there  are not  sufficient outlets at  market  prices.  Costly  disposal 
measures  both  within  and  outside the  Community  are  therefore necessary. 
As  regards  skimmed-milk  powder  for  which  there  is  a  permanent  surplus,  the 
continuing  existence of  very  large quantities  in public storage  is  expensive 
(110  EUA/t/year)  in storage  and  interest  costs  and  Leaves  the  problem  of 
final  disposal  unsolved. 
(1)  for  a  comparison  of  expenditure  with  previous  years,  see  Annex  2. 
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Final  disposal  cannot  be  achieved  without  heavy  aid  payments  or  refunds. 
In  view  of  this,  and  since  the  situation on  the  ~orld market  enabled large 
'  . 
quantities to  be  exported  without  inc~easing the  refund,  efforts to ~remote 
both  disposal  on  the  internal  market  (large  amounts  of  aid for  the  use  of 
skimmed-milk  powder  in  pig  and poultry  feed)  and  exports  continued  until  the 
level  of  publ i·c  stocks  reached  a  more  reasonable  Level  Cabout  200  000  t) 
towards  the  end  of  1979.  Since  then  these  aids  have  been  discontinued.  The 
sales  thus  achieved  ~re reflected  in  expenditure  :  commercial  refund~ totalled 
1  822.7  m EUA  (about  42%  1<or  butter..,  19%  for  skimmed-miLk  powder  and  39%  for 
other  milk  products),  542  m EUA  more  than  the  initial estimates.  Intervention 
expenditure  on  skimmed  milk  C1  671.3  m EUA)  also  exceede~ the  estimates..,  by 
117  m EUA"  In  fact  these  di:;posal  measures  meant  that  expenditure  on  aids  aimed 
at  promoting  sales  exceeded  the  estimates.  On  the  other ~and, the  reduction  of 
public  stocks  led  to  a  reduction  in  this expenditure. 
For  butter,  intervention  expenditur~ ~630.5 m EUA)  was  160  m EUA  more  than 
the budget  estim~t~ •.  Steadily  increasing  production  while  consumption 
remained  stable  meant  that  special  disposal  measures  had  ~o be  implemented  in 
respect  of  larger  quantities  than  had  been  foreseen.  Even  so,  stocks still 
rcse  from  258 000  tonnes  at  the  beginning  of  1979  to  293  000  tonnes  by  the 
end  of  the  year. 
As  regards  the  other  measures~  in  cont~ast with  the  situation  in  previous 
financial  years,  expenditure  on  the distribution of  school  milk  and  on  the 
Guarantee  part  of  the  premiums  for  the non-marketing  of  milk  and  for  the 
conversion  of  dairy  herds  was  close  to  the estimates.  Receipts  from  the 
co-responsibility  levy  were  also  largely  as  estimated,  although  extension 
of  this  measure  beyond  the  1978/79 marketing  year  could  no~  be  anticipated 
when  the  budget  was  prepared,  and  receipts  were  thus  slightly  higher  than  the 
estimates~  The  measures  to  expand  the  market  which  were  introduce~ in  1978, 
affected  expenditure  markedly  in  1979,  as  shown  in  Table  1. I 
'I 
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(c)  In  the  oils  and  fats  sector  the  changes  made  in  the  rules  on  the  grant 
of  production  aid  for  ~Live oil, the possibility of  advance  aid  pay-
rnents,  ~md the  introduction  of  consumption  aid,  resulted  in  actwat 
expenditure  <388.2  m EUA)  exceeding  the  initial appropriations  by 
(d) 
66.5  m EUA. 
Expenditure  on  intervention  purchasing  and  on  subsequent  operations  totalled 
22.9  m EUA,  as  against  the  estimated  17.2  m EUA.  Large  quantities  of 
olive oil  held  by  the  intervention  agencies  were  sold;  whereas  stocks 
totalled  105  000  tonnes  for  1978,  this  figure  had  dropped  to  53  000  tonnes 
by  the  end  of  1979.  Expenditure  on  aid  for  the  production  of  colza  seed 
substantially  exceeded  the  estimates  (29  m  EUA)  because  of  the fall  in 
world  prices,  whi~h  led  to  an  increase  in  aid  in  1979. 
Sugar  sect_£C·  The  overall  surplus..- including  imports  of  1.3  million  t  from 
the  ACP  countries,  remained  unchanged  in  1979.  ·Expenditure  on  this 
sector  amounted  to  939.8  m EUA  for  1979  (1978  :  878  m EUA). 
This  situation  necessitated  massive  exports,  involving  expenditure  of 
03~.1  m  ~UA,  i.e.  73%  of  total  expenditure  o~ this  sector.  Increases 
<'r;  the  world  price,  particularly  during  the  second  half  of  1979,  allowed 
re1unds  to  be  reduced,  and  expenditure  on  refunds  totalled  65  m EUA  less 
th~n estimated.  It  should  be  noted,  however,  that  receipts  from  production 
and  storage  Levies  have  increased  in  recent  years  (133  m EUA  in  1976, 
465  m EUA  in  1979),  a~  shown  in  Tables  No.  6  on  page  20,  as  the  q~antities 
produced  and  storage  costs  have  themselves  increased. 
(p)  Beef  and  veal.  The  market  situation  did  not  improve,  and  total  expenditure 
in  this  sector  (748.2  m EUA)  far  exceeded  both  the  estimates  (488.3  m EUA) 
and  1978  expenditure  (638.7  m EUA). 
Given  the  Levels  of  supply,  (production  plus  imports,  the  majority  at 
rreferential  tariff  rates)  and  consumption,  an  active  export  policy 
~s  required.  The  resulting  expenditure  on  refunds  (270.2  m EUA) 
s~bstantially exceeded  the  estimates  (122.7  m EUA).  The  massive  intervention 
b~ying-in also  meant  that  the  expected  reduction  in  public  stocks  did  not 
mdterialize  and  expenditure  on  this  item  (377.8  m EUA)  exceeded  estimates 
by  119.1  m EUA.  On  the  other  hand,  other  intervention  expenditure,  i.e.  on 
orderly  marketing  premiums  and  calving  premiums,  was  slightly  Less  than 
estimated< ' 
I. 
' 
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(f)  In  the  pigmeat  sector,  in  which  the  market  had  been  relatively  stable 
in  previous  years  and  expenditure  had  been  lower  than  estimated,  the 
increase  in  production  and  thus  supply  brought  prices  down.  This 
meant  that  exports  had  to  be  stepped  up  and  that  more  use  was  made  of  the 
private  storage  aid  measures.  Expenditure  (104.9 m  EUA)  thus  exceeded 
estimates  by  20  m EUA.  Increased  expenditure  in  t~is field  is also  at  Least 
partly due  to  the  fact  that  as  imports  of  substitute feedstuff  products 
(manioc,  maize  starch  residues)  have  steadily  increased,  production 
has  adapted  more  slowly  to the  deman~. 
(g)  In  the  eggs  and  poultrymeat  sector  the  increase  in  exports  caused 
expenditure  to  exceed  the estimates  by  38.3  m EUA. 
(h)  As  regards  fruit  and  vegetables,  expenditure  on  market  measures  (refunds  and 
intervention)  was  as  estimated  in  the  budget.  On  the other  hand,  expendi-
ture  on  processing  premiums  (282.3  m EUA)  was  122.2  m EUA  more  than 
estimated.  This  is  a  new  measure,  and  the quantities uhich  qualified far 
exceeded  the  estimates  based  on  available  production  data. 
(i)  In  the  wine  sector,  the  recent  harvests  had  been  relatively  small;  there  has 
therefore  been  no  need  to  apply  the  measures  introduced  to  cope  with  sur-
pluses.  Expenditure  (61.9  m EUA)  was  thus  less  than  the  appropriations, 
which  were  already  considerably {ess than  for  the  previous  year. 
However,  the  1979  harvest  was  exceptionally  heavy  (170  million  hl,  compared 
with  140  million  in  1978),  and  special  measures  had  to  be  adopted  from  the 
end  of  1979.  The  effect  of  the  resulting  expenditure will  be  felt  in  1980. 
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(j)  Raw  tobacco;  expenditure  on  marketing  premiums  was  s  est1mated. 
Disposal  of  oriental  varieties  is still  hampered  by  serious difficulties  andp 
despite  the ~mprovements resulting  from  the  programme  for  conversion  to 
different  varieties,  Large  quantities of  interveniion  purchases  were  made. 
Expenditure  on  this  item  was,  howeverp  Less  than  expected.  The  reason  for 
this  is that  the  difference  between  the  buying-in price  and  the  selling price 
is  shown  in  expenditure  at  the  time  when  the  tobacc6  Leaves  intervention; 
in  factp  in  1979  withdrawls  from  intervention  were  Less  than  expected  and 
stocks  increased  from  21  600  t  at  the  end  of  1978  to  28  000  t  at  the  end 
of  1979. 
Ckl  For  the  other  sectors  expenditu~e was  approximately  equivalen; to 
appropriations.  However,  an  aid  to  encourage  the  use  of  peas  and  field 
beans  for  animal  feed  w~s  introduced  on  1  July  1978;  expenditure  (15.3  m EUA) 
therefore  exceeded  estimates  by  9  m EUA.  The  estimates  had  of  course 
been  based  on  production  data  obtained  before  the  introduction  of  the  aid 
measure. 
As  regards  export  refunds  on  processed products  of  agricultural origin 
(non-Annex  II  products),  expenditure  for  1979  confirmed  the  trend  of 
previous  years,  ioe.  an  annual  increase. 
2.1.2.  Monetary  compensatory  amounts· CMCAs) 
Table  3  shows  the  difference  between  the  hypotheses  used  in preparing 
the  burlcet  and  the  range  of  MCAs  actually  applied.  Generally  speaking, 
the  exch;nge  rates  of  the  Community  currencies  were  more  stable  in 
1979  than  in  previous  years.  In  1979,  there  was  also  a  faster 
dismantling  of  negative  MCAs,  while  sterling  also  improved.  It  was  due 
to  these  two  factors  in particular  that  expenditure  (708.4  m EUA)  was 
100.8  m EUA  less  than  forecast. r-
CURRENCY 
r-
'  ~ 
BFR/LFR 
HFL 
FF 
LIT 
UKL 
IRL 
DKR 
2.1.3. 
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Table 3- MCA  Levels  applied  in  trade 
-
Rates  referred  to  in  Rates  recorded  in  1979  the  Budget 
(22.5.1978)  Minimum  Maiimum 
.  -
+  7.2  +  9.8  +  10.8 
+  1.4  +  1.9  +  3.3 
+  1.4  +  1.9  +  3.3 
- 10.2  0  - 10.6  - 11.2  - 2.3  - 17.7 
- 27.9  0  - 28.2  - 2.8  0  - 3.0 
0  0  0 
The  effect  of  the  dual  conversion  rate 
Until  1977  budget  appropriations  were  expressed  in  u.a.  and  the 
relationships  between  the  unit  of  account  and  the  national  currencies 
were  based  on  the parities  unchanged  since  1971,  declared  to  the 
International  Monetary  Fund.  Agricultural  operations,  however, 
gradually  moved  away  from  this  system  and  nearer.to  the  market  rates 
on  the basis  of  the  Council  Decisions  fixing  representative  rates  for 
the  conversion  into  national  currencies  of  aids,  refunds,  etc. 
d~termined in  u.a.  The  dual  conversion  rate effect  therefore  became 
increasingly  important  and  for  this  reason  a  special  budget  heading 
was  included  to  cover  this variation  in  1977  and  1978. 
Since  then, 
the  EUA  has  been  introduced  into  the  budget,  and 
the  ECU  with  adjustments  to  the  representative  rates  has  been 
introduced  in  agriculture. 
Since,  in  principle,  the  ECU  and  the  EUA  are  at  present  identical, 
the  dual  rate effect  has  taken  on  an  entirely different  complexion 
and  cannot  be  compared  with  the  earlier situation.  It  now 
represents  only  the  difference  between  the  representative  rate  and 
the  EUA  rate  used  for  calculating  budget  appropriations  where  the 
two  rates  a~e not  the  same.  For  some  currencies  this difference 
is positive,  for  others  negative,  but  for  the  Community  as  a  whole 
the  effect  of  the  dual  rate  is  far  Less  than  it  was  in  the past. /0 
TiH~  transition  ·from  the  u.;:;.  (IfH)  to· the  EUA  and  the  separ·atr  cm:ry 
of  the  dual  rate  effect,  followed  by  its cancellation  in  1979,  ma~0 it 
somewhat  difficult  to  keep  track  of  changes  in  expenditure.  This  is 
why  the  table  in  Annex  2  o~ the  development  of  expenditure  by  the  EAGGF 
Guarantee  Section gives  all  the  figures  in  EUA,  the  dual  rate  effect 
having  been  recalc~lated with  regard  to  expenditure  on  each  individual 
sector  and  included  with  the  agricultural  expenditure  fbr  each  sector. 
2.2.  Breakdown  of  expendjture  by  type 
The  following  conclusions  can  be  dr~wn  from  the  table  in  Annex  3 
(a)  ~funds 
The  reinforceme~t  in  recent  years  of  Community  policy  on  agricultural 
exports  Led  in  1979  to greater efforts  to  promote  the  disposal  of 
produce  in  several  sectors  and  therefore  to  an  increase  in  expenditure 
on  refunds,  particularly  for  cereals,  rice,  beef  and  veal,  pigmeat 
(period of  abundant  supply)  and  eggs  and  poultry.  As  in  1978,  dairy 
products  sector  accounts  for  more  than  any  other  product  (44%  of 
expenditure);  however,  efforts  to  dispose  of  ~reduction were  not  in 
vain  since  skimmed-milk  powder  have  been  reduced  considerably  while 
those  of  butter  have  remained  stable. 
This  expenditure  has  increased  slightly  as  a  percentage  of  total 
agricultural  expenditure  (48.6%  as  compared  with  45.5%  in  1978). 
Cb)  intervention  measures 
The  major  part  of  expen~iture consists  of  price  support  measures  for  the 
internal  market.  About  31%  in  1978,  these  accounted  for  about  34%  of 
agricultural  expenditure  in  1979  as  the  rate of  payments  of  aid  for 
the  production  of  olive 6il  speeded  up  and  large  amounts  of  aid  were 
granted  ~or  the  processin~ of  milk  products  and  fruit  and  vegetables 
(see  Anne)(  6). -17-
As  regards  expenditure  on  ~~ond categC!.Cl.  intervention,  related  to 
the  purchase,  storage  and  disposal  of  intervention products, 
Annex  4  divides  this  into1: 
technical  costs  relating  to physical  storage operations; 
expenditure  connected  with  the  interest  costs  on  funds  required 
for  buying-in,~ 
expenditure  resulting from  the  difference  between  the  buying-in 
price  and  the  receipts  from  sales. 
The  high  figure  for  this  Last  type  of  expenditure  can  be  expla~ned in 
the  dairy  and  beef  sectors  by  the  fact  that  the difference  between 
the  buying-in  price  and  the  receipts  from  sales  is quite  large.  In 
these  sectors,  as  a  result  of  the  special  measures  for  the  disposal 
of  intervention  stocks  which  were  designed  to  increase  the  consumption 
of  certain products. 
(c)  Expenditure  on  monet~~~ comeensatort  amounts  (MCAs)  totalled 
708.4  million  EUA  in  1979,  a  significant  decrease  over  previous 
years  (14.5%  of  total  Guarantee  Section  expenditure  in  1977~  10.2% 
in  1978  and  6.8%  in  1979).  This  reduction  is attributable not  only 
to efforts  made  in  1979  to  adapt  to·the monetary  situation  <see  point  1.1). 
but  also to The  introduction  of  the  European  Monetary  System,  which 
has  helped  to  stabilize  ~xchange rates  betweeri  Community  currencies. 
2.3.  Public  stocks 
As  shown  in  Annex  5,  at the  end  of  1979  public  stocks  had  decreased 
compared  with  the  end  of  1978  for  sk·immed-mi lk  powder  (214  859 t  as  against 
721  827  t), olive oil  (53  401  t  as  against  104  895  t), preserved  beef 
and.barley.  They  had  increased  on  the  other  hand,  for  common  wheat 
C1~9 million  t  as  compared  with  1.1  million  t)  colza  seed  (10  236  as 
compared  with  820 t), butter,  and  beef  carcases. 
The  total  value  of  stocks,  calculated  on  the  basis  of  the  capital 
immobilized,  nad  decreased  sl·ightly  (2  143m  EUA  as  against  2310  m EUA). 
See  7th  Financial  Repor-t"'  paragraph  3.3,  p.  22. 18 
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The  basic  Regulation  on  MCAs  lays  down  that  a  Member  State  must  operate 
MCAs  on  intra-Community trade,  depending  on  the  state of  depreciation 
or  appreciation  of  its currency.  However,  the  Council  ~greed in  April 
1976,  on  the  basis  of  Article  2a  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No.  974/71, 
that  the  MCAs  payable  in  trade  with  t~e  United  Kingdom  and  Italy would 
be  paid  by  the  exporting  country,  as  opposed  to  the  importing  country. 
This  Agreement  has  since  been  renewed. 
Article  3  of  Regulation  CEEC)  No.  1172/76  of  17  May  1976  which  set 
up  a  financing  facility stipulates  that  for  the  purposes  of  establishing 
net  balances  for  Member  States,  the  monetary  compensatory  amounts  are  to 
be  attributed to  the  country  which  has  made  them  necessary  through  changes 
in  the  exchange  rates  for  its currency. 
The  follo~ing table  shows  these  corrections. VI/169/80-EN 
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Table  No.  4 
Corrections  to  be  made  to  the  breakdown  of  expenditure  by  Member  States 
m EUA 
I 
-
Corrected  expenditure ~  Membe1·  State  Expenditure  Corrections 
not  corrected 
Amount 
Belgium  785.9  - 33.3  '75 2. 6 
Denmark  757. i,  - 128.2  629.2 
Germany  2.490.3  - 143.8  2  346.5 
france  2 478.3  - 197.1  2  281.2 
Ireland  572.9  - 116.9  456.0 
It  a l.y  1  320.1  +  336.4  1  656.5 
Luxembourg  13.5  - 0.2  13.3 
Netherlands  1  494.4  - 117.4  1  377.0 
United  Kingdom  527.9  +  400.5  928.4 
TOTAL  EEC  10  440.7  0  10440.7 
2.5.  Assessment  of  the  total  cost  of  the  Guarantee  Section 
2.5.1.General  develooment  of  exoenditure 
Table  5 
7.  1979 
7.2 
6.0 
22.5 
21.8 
4.4 
15.9 
0.1 
13.2 
8.9 
100 
Total  expenditure,  Guarantee  'Y.  increase  from 
Section  the  next 
m EUA 
1975  4  522.5 
1976  5  587.1  23.5 
1977  6  830.4  22.3 
1978  8  672.7  27.0 
1979  10  440.7  20.4 
TOTAL  36  053.4  Average  237. 
% 1978 
6.5 
6.6 
26.7 
16.7 
3. 9 
13.4 
0.3 
12.6 
13.3 
100 
one  year  to 
The  above  table  shows  the  increase  in  expenditure  since 1975,  averaging  237.  per  year. 
; 
I 
I 
In  the  light  of  the  Table  in  Annex  2  on  the  development  of  expenditure  by  sector,  this 
increase  is due  mainly  to  the  costs  of  the  cereals  and  dairy products  sectors  (notably 
for  disposal  of  surpluses),  to  the  increase  in  support  for  Mediterranean  products 
decided  on  in  1978,  and  to  the  heavy  expenditure  on  monetary  compensatory  amounts  up  to 
1978. 
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2.5.2.  ~icultural Levies 
Type 
levy 
The  common  agricultural  policy,  as  well  as  generating  eKpenditure,  also 
constitutes  a  source  of  revenue  for  the  Community  budget  in  the  form 
of  agricultural  Levies  and  sugar  production  Levies,  which  in  1979 
brought  in  2  143.5  m EUA. 
Table  6 
Levies  under  the  common  agricultural 
~t 
m  EUA 
of  agricultural 
1975  1976  1977  1978  1979 
Irrport  levies  534.0  1  040.1  1  816.9  I  872.7  1  678.6 
Sugar  Production  levy  o6.0  133.2  320.8  410.6  464.9 
rOTAL  620.0  1  173.3  2  137.7  2  283.3  2  143.5 
The  increase  in  agricultural  levies  in  1977  and  1978  Lost  momentum  in 
1979  because  of  the  upward  movement  in  ~orld prices  for  certain oroducts, 
especially  wheat,  production  of  which  fell  well  short  of  the  exceptional 
harvests  of  1978  while  demand  was  strengthened  by  very  heavy  purchases 
made  by  the  Soviet  0nion  after  a  poor  harvest  in  t~at  country. 
The  qu~~tities of  the  main  cereals  Ccommon  wheat,  maize  and  barley) 
imported  into  the  Community  have  been  declining  since  1976,  and  this  is 
especially  true  for  maile  and  barley. 
As  regards  the  sugar  Levies,  Annex  8  shows  the  relationship  between  the 
levies  charged  and  the  refunds  granted  for  storage  costs  for  each 
sugar  marketing  year  since  1968/69.  It  should  be  emphasized  that  the 
common  organization of  the  market  in  sugar  aims  to establish  a  balance, 
on  multi-annual  basis, between  production  levies  and  the  reimbursement 
of  storage  costs. 
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~-ost  in  relZJt ion  to  GDP 
A comparison  on  EAGGF  GUat'antee  Section total  expenditure  in  1979 
with  the  most  significant  indicator  of  the  general  performance  of 
the  economy,  the  Community  gross  domestic  product  at  market  prices 
(GDP)  shows  that  Guarantee  Section  expenditure  increased  at  a  faster 
rate  than  the  economies  in  the  Member  States generally  (see  Annex  7). 
Gross  expenditure  and  net  expenditure,  after  deduction  of  agricultural 
le··Jies  (8  297  rn  EUA),  increased  in  1979  to  0.60%  and  0.48%  of  GDP 
l'e;pectively  as  compared  with  0.56%  and  0.41%  in  1978. 
3.  Changes  in  the  rules  governing  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section 
3.1.  Council  legislation 
Developments  in  1979  were  confined  to  : 
- the  updating,  by  Regulation  CEEC)  No.  1030/79,  of  the  Annex  to  Regulation 
r  1  .  f  .  .  1  ,EEC)  No.  883/78  Laying  down  general  rules  for  intervent1on  1nanc1ng  , 
which  gives  a  list  of  those  measures  considered  as  intervention 
m~asures aimed  at  regulating  the  market  and  thus  qualifying  for 
intervention  financing  by  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section; 
At  the  beginning  of  1980 this  list  was  aga1n  updatedp  by  Regulation 
(EEC)  No,  249/80; 
- an  adjustment,  by  Regulation  CEEC)  No,  1735/79,  of  the transport 
costs  to  be  financed  on  a  standard  rate basis  by  the  EAGGr  Guarantee 
Section  for  the  free  distribution of  fruit  and  vegetables  withdrawn 
from  the  market  by  producer  organizations  or  purchased  by  intervention 
agencies; 
These  costs  had  been  fixed  in  1972  and  had  to be  adjusted  to  take  account 
of  changes  in  transport  costs. 
3.2.  _Commission  legisla~ion 
In  1979,  a  number  of  changes  were  made  to the  regulations  on  financing 
procedures  mainly  by  the  adoption  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No.  1883/78. 
Regulation  (EEC)  No.  230/79  relates  to  the  implementation  of 
Article  7 of  Regulation  (EEC)  No.  1883,  which  lays  down  that  if 
and  agricultural  product  stored  by  an  intervention  agency  necessarily 
deteriorates as  a  result  of  storage.  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section 
bears  the  loss  for  such  depreciation  from  the  time  of  purchase  by  the 
intervention  agency.  A depreciation  co-efficient  of  0.80  was  fixed 
in  this  way  for  beef. 
1see  8th  F~nancial Report.  aoint  2.1. 1 
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Th~ charging  of  the  depreciation  to  the  EAGG~ enables  the  interest 
charges  finance~ by  the  EAGGF  on  funds  immobilized  in  Member  States 
for  the  purchase  of  products  to  be  reduc·:?d;  Regulation  ( EEC)  No.  241/79 
accordingly  amended  Regulation  CEEC)  No.  467/77  on  the  method  of 
calculation of  the  interest  costs.
1 
Article  8  of  Regulation  CEEC)  No.  1883/78,  in particular the  first 
sub-paragraph,  stipulates  that  intervention  stocks  at  31  December  are 
to  be  valued  at  the  average  purchase  price.  As  at  the  end  of  1978, 
therefore,  on  7  December  1979,  the  Commission  adopted  Regulation  CEEC) 
No.  2760/79  fixing  the  price  to  be  applied  in  calculating  the  value 
of  agricultural  products  which  were  in  intervention  storage  on  31  Dec-
ember  1979  and  which  would  be  carried  forward  to the  1980  fin~ncial 
year. 
In  contrast  with  the  situation  at  the  end  of  1978,  there  were  no 
appropriations  available  at  the  end  of  the  year  and  the possibility 
of  depreciating  ~he value  of  the  carry-over  stocks,  provided  for  in 
the  se6ond  paragraph  of  Article 8,  was  not  therefore exercised. 
See  8th  Financial  Report,paragraph  2.1.2(a). - 23  ~  VI/169/80-EN 
TITLE  II 
4  and  5  Ge~eral  situation 
During  1979  the  initial  appropriations  (9  602.1  million  EUA)  entered  in 
the  Budget  (Titles  6  and  7  and  Chapter  88)  proved  markedly  insufficient. 
Supplementary  appropriations  were  made  available  in  supplementary  and 
amending  budget  No ..  3  (802  million  EUA). 
Including  a  non-autom8tic  carryover  from  1978  (30.4  million  EUA), 
total  appropriations  amounted  to  10  434.5  million  EUA.  The  decisions 
with  regard  to  the  clea~ance of  accounts  made  a  further  net  amount  of 
6.2  million  EUA  available,  thus  increasing  total  available  funds  to 
10  440.7  million  EUA. 
The  delay  in  the  adoption  of  the  supplementary  and  amending  budget 
Cit  was  only  passed  on  13  December  1979)  Led  to  problems  for  the 
Commission,  since  it  was  unable  to  make  available  to  the Member  States 
all  the  advances  needed  to  cover  expenditure  in  Novembe~ and  December. 
There  were  also  problems  for  the  paying  departments  and  agencies,  as 
a  result,  some  of  them  having  exhausted  the  funds  placed at  their 
disposal  by  the  Community  by  the  end  of  November. 
After  a  thorough  examination  of  the  situation,  the  Commission  decided 
to  make  use  of  the  facility  provided  by  the  Last  subparagraph  of 
Article  7  of  the  Financial  Regulation  of  21  December  1977c  and  adopted 
on  5  December  1979 decisions  on  advances  designed  to  cover  the  needs 
of  paying  departments  and  agencies  until  31  January  1980.  The  resulting 
provisional  commitment  (provided  for  in  Article  96  of  the  Financial 
Regulation)  of  an  amount  of  2  126  m EUA  was  made  under  the  heading  of 
1980  and  the  payments  to  the  Member  States  were  made  on  10  December 
1979. 
After  the  adoption  of  supplementary  and  amending  budget  No.  3,  this 
commitment  was  reduced  by  803.6  m EUA  (802  m EUA  +appropriations still 
available  from  the  initial  budget).  An  overall  provisional  commitment 
equivalent  to  this  reduction  was  made  in  respect  of  1979. VI/  169/80-l~N 
/,fter·  t:1c"  ;'1mem~monts  ::;cnt  1w  tl1e  I•!ember  Sto.:l;es  to the  Con:mission  pursuant  to  the 
second  "',lbp:tra;1,raph of Article  6(2)  of  Hogala.tion  No  380/78  had been  accr:;ptc'cl  0.nrl 
V'!rifi.:Jd 1  U1c)  <Jxact  o.rnount  of th6  difference  (203 1483?472.63  E'JA)  ~..ras  arrivnrl  at 
at  th'>  i)ecinninc  of ;.]arch.  This  expenditure,  no  longer  chargen.ble to  1979 
accounts,  has  bean  charged to  1980. V  I/1 691'80"-Uf, 
'  ·,'• .l 
4.  The  cash  position 
4.1. 
The  Member  States  communicate  to  the  Commission  each  month  information 
concerning  the  cash  position,  the  payments  made  in  the  previous  month, 
and  estimated  expenditure  for  the  current  and  following  two  months 
prepared  by  the  departments  and  agencies  authorized  to  make  payments. 
On  the  basis  of  this  information,  the  Commission,  after  consulting  the 
EAGGF  Committee,  determines  and  pays  out  each  month  to  the Member 
States  the  advance  required  by  the  paying  departments  and  agencies 
until  the  end  of  the  following  month. 
If  the  funds  made  available  to  a  Member  State  are  Likely  to  be  exhausted 
before  the  date  on  which  the  next  advance  is  due,  a  decision  may  be 
taken  on  a  special  advance. 
The  Member  States allocate the  funds  received  between  the  paying 
departments. 
Advances  to  Member  States 
1 . 
In  accordance  with  Articles  4  and  5  of  Regulation  CEEC)  No.  729/70  and 
Regulation  CEEC)  No.  380/78,  the  Commission  decided  on  18  advances, 
including  6  special  ones,  for  1979.  Five  of  these  special  advances 
were  for  one  Member  State,  and  were  required  because  expenditure 
for  the  months  of  April,  May,  June  and  September  had  been 
underestimated. 
In  respect  of  expenditure  relating  to  the  premiums  for  the  non-
marketing  of  milk  and  the  conversion  of  dairy  herds,  which  are 
financed  by  both  the  Guarantee  Section  (60%)  and  the  Guidance 
Section  (40%),  the  Commission  adopted  11  decisions  on  advances. 
In  this part  of  the  report  the  total  expenditure  is  shown  with 
regard  to  the  cash  position,  and  only  at  60~ when  it  concerns 
budgetary  aspects. 
1  See  Annexes  9  and  10. State 
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In  addition  to the  balance  of  33.9  m EUA  on  1  January,  the  Member 
States  had  at  their  disposal  ~uring 1979  advances  totalling  10  464.3 
m EUA  plus  the  funds  available after the  decisions  on  the  clearance 
of  accounts  (6.2  m EUA). 
Total  funds  available  were  10  504.4  m EUA,  of  which  10  440.7 
was  for  the  Guarantee  Section  and  63.7  for  the  Guidance  Section. 
Of  this  amount  10  703.7  m EUA  was  spent,  leaving  a  balance of 
-203.5  m EUA  for  the  Guarantee  Section  and  +4.2  m EUA  for  the 
Guidance  Section  on  31  December  1979. 
4.3.  -~at~il.  i~£r!.. o·f  the  funds  available 
The  unusual  circumstances  in  which  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section  was 
operating  during  the  last  two  months  of  the  year  make  it difficult 
to  determine  the  percentage  utilization of  funds. 
CPrtain  adjustments  must  be  made  befo~e comparing  these  rates  with 
those  of  previous  years.  Thus,  if the  subsequent  allocation  to 
1979  of  part  (803.6  million  EUA)  of  the  advance  paid  on  10  December 
1979  is  taken  into  account,  Annex  11  in  column  DEC  reduces all  the 
balances  to  zero.  Table  No.  8  uses  the  figures  only  for  the  first 
10  months  of  the  year. 
In  view  of  this all  the  funds  made  available  to  the  Member  States 
can  be  considered  as  having  been  used  up  by  31  December  1979. 
However~  the  comparison  between  the  average  of  the  funds  avail-
able  to  cover·  expenditure  in  each  of  the  ten  first  months  of  the 
financial  year  and  the  average  of  the  balances  available  after 
deduction  of  expenditure  <Table  8)  indicates  an  average  rate of 
utilization  of  77%,,  ':Jhich  is  the  same  as  that· for  1978" 
•j  I 
See  Table  No.  7" TABLE  No.  8 
AVERAGE  PERCENTAGE  RATE  OF  USE  OF  COMMUNITY  FUNDS 
AT  31  OCTOBER  1979 
(  Guarantee  +  Non  Marketing  and  Dairy  Herd  Conversion  Premiums 
at  1  00%  ) 
-----·-----11ve  r' age  Community 
funds  available  in  Member  State  the  Member  States 
for  one  month's 
expenditure  (An-
nexes  11  and  12p 
line  C) 
m EUA 
Average  baLance 
available  after 
one  month's 
expenditure 
(Annexes  11  and  12, 
Line  E> 
C%) 
Average  rate  of 
utilization 
r-----------------+-------------------+-------------------~------------------~ 
(a) 
BELGIUM  93.6 
I)J:I.IMARK  69.8 
GERMANY  305.3 
FRANCE  264.2 
IRELAND  57.8 
ITALY  188.-
LUXEMBOURG  2.3 
NETHERLANDS  1 '16. 5 
UN !TED  K  INGD OM  65.9 
-· 
EEC  1  163.4 
(b) 
23.7 
0.9 
97.6 
49.5 
8.7 
76.9 
1 • 1 
-12.4 
20.9 
266.9 
(c)= (a)- Cb).100 
(a) 
75% 
99% 
68/; 
81/:' 
85% 
59% 
52% 
111% 
68% 
77% -29-
5.  Financial  administr~ 
5  > 1.  Summar~ of  avaiLable  aeero~riations 
Initial  budget  9  602  100  000.00  EUA 
Supplementary  and  amending  budget  No.3  802  000  000.00  EUA 
Non·· automatic  carryover  from  1978  to  1979 
(marketing  premium)  30  430  739.03  EUA 
TotaL  appropriations  available  10  434  530  739.03  EUA 
5.2.  .Transfers  of  aeeropriations 
5.3. 
5.3.1. 
The  way  in  which  expenditure  was  developing  during  the  year  Led  the 
Commission  to propose  transfers of  appropriations  with  supplementary 
and  amending  budget  No4  3  (see  column  b  of  table  No.  9). 
A final  series  of  transfers  of  appropriations  was  approved  by  the 
Council  on  9  April  1980  to take  account  of total  expenditure  in 
1979. 
Expenditure 
Exp~nditure entered  in  the  accounts 
Expenditure  declared  by  the  Member  States  and  entered  in  the 
accounts  for  1979  amounts  to  10  440  673  297.94  EUA,  of  which 
6  142  558.91  is  the  amount  of  funds  made  available  as  a  result 
of  decisions  on  the  clearance of  accounts.12.1%  of  the total 
amount  represents  expenditure  connected  with  public  storage 
and  87.9%  experditure  on  export  refunds  and  other  intervention  measures. 
A detailed analysis  of  expenditure  by  sector  is given  in  the first 
part  of  this  report  in  Table  2  and  at  Annex  1.  Table  10  below  gives 
the  breakdown  of  expenditure  by  Member  State. 
This  breakdown  should  be  treated  with  caution  because  the  time 
taken  to  make  payments  can  vary  considerably  from  one  Member  State 
to  another  and  the  expenditure  made  by  the paying  agencies  in  a  given 
Member  State  cannot  be  considered  as  natural  expenditure  since  the 
Community  is  a  single  economic  entity. 
' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i Chapter  Sector 
60  : Cereals 
6i  j Rice 
62  iMilk  Products 
63 
64 
• 65 
!  66 
67 
i  68 
69 
70 
73 
Oils  and 
Sugar 
Beef  and 
Pi gmeat 
Eggs;  pou 
FruitF  ve 
ivine 
Tobacco 
Other  sec 
;74  Refunds  o 
ed 
.75  Accession 
-78  MCA:> 
88  Fisheries 
! 
--
tors 
n  process-
::>roducts 
CAs 
:Initial budget  for 
1979 
TABLE  No.  9 
Transfer  of  appropriations 
Supplementary  and 
amending  budget 
No.  3 
Other 
---c·--------·-· --------
! 
1  Non-automatic 
!  carryover  from  Appropriations 
available 
1  1978 
I  I 
(a)  I·  Cb)  j  Cc)  l  (d)  -J---------(~2__  __ 
1  1  1  565  607  1  874  200 
41  400 
3  717  600 
119  400 
262  000 - .. - .... 
112  500 
176  200 
1  200 
809  200 
20  000 
300  000 
+  742  000 
I 
I 
I 
•-<'' 
l 
+ 
8  593 
1  293 
+  31  406 
_,,  """TJV 
+  9  431 
+  13  286 
+  24  956 
- 33  098 
+  13  461 
+  7  711 
+  15  967 
- 80 
- 60  872. 
- 2 988 
I  i  42  693 
!  30  431  :  4  521 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
.. 
10 
7 
44 
6 
22 
12 
25 
70 
- ! 
6 
9 
7 
l,37 
31t4 
820 
?56 
4  331 
9  486 
.,  456 
302 
5  461 
0  211 
2  167 
1  120 
8  328 
7  012 
I  jTOTAL 
'  I  '------ --.1.----------- J  I  9  602  100  +  802  000  0  30  431  110  43  ---·-------------- -----------'---------------------- ----------------- ___________ l_  __________________________________________ .........................  ----- ......  --- -
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Table  10 
.Breakdown  of  1979  expenditure  by  Member  State 
f  f
.  .  1 
and  by  type  o  1  nanc.1ng 
Totals  1979  1978 
Y.A-1  IV;'I UU  l..l't 
Refunds  Intervention  Member  State  m EUA  m EUA  m EUA  %  % 
BELGIUM 
I 
580.9  205.0  785.9  7.53  6.94 
DENMARK  421.8  335.6  757.4  7.25  9.30 
GERr~ANY  892.5  1  597.8  2  490.3  23.85  28.70 
FRANCE  1  413.0  1  065.3  2  478.3  23.74  20.06 
IRELAND  252.2  320.7  572.9  5.49  6.37 
ITALY  177.9  1.142.2  1.320.1  12.64.  8.61 
LUXEMBOURG  5.5  8.0  13. 5  0.13  0.27 
NETHERLANDS  985.7  508.7  1  494.4  14.31  14.69 
UNITED  KINGDOI'>'  252.3  275.6  527.9  5.06  5.06 
EEC  TOTAL  4  981.8  5  458.9  10440.7  100.00  100.00 
1  This  takes  no  account  of  corrections  to  the  breakdown  of. expenditure by 
Member  States  when  the  exporting  Member  State pays  the  MCAs  instead of 
the  importing  Member  State  (see  Table  4)  or  of  the transfers of  receipts 
between  intervention  agencies  when  agricultural products  are trans-
ferred  at  'nil'  prices. 
5.3.2.  Budget  operations 
The  declarations  of  the  expenditure  incurred  by  Member  States 
up  to  31  December  1979 gave  rise  to  a  number  of  financial 
commitments  and  charges  for  payment  against  the  budget  after 
scrutiny by  the  staff of  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section. depar·tmept s" 
Amount  avaiLable  to  Member  States 
at  the  b~ginning of  1979 
Advances  t• Member  States  in  respect  of 
1979 
Total  ove~all commitments 
Specific  commitments  by  budget  item 
Balance 
27  809  218.14  EUA 
10  406  721  520.89  EUA 
10, tl-34  530  739.03  EllA 
10\  434  530  739.03  EUA 
0 
In  1979  the  specific  ~mitments were  th~<lfor~ equivalent  to the 
amount  charged  for  payment. 
C  b)  .f9_0s e  ~~c:£e  s  _  _£f.-~!~l]!_~~.f~~~-2El~-~Jl.'?  __  £.l.~..§.L.§ n  c't?"....:21~~ counts 
(1) 
Pursuant  to  Article  99  of  the  Finan~ial  Regula~ion, the  effect  of  decisions 
in  res~ect  of  1971,  1972  and  1973  was  that  the:folto~ing amounts  were 
treated  as  positive  or  negative  expenditure  : 
Decisions  79/893  to  901/EEC  of  12  October  1979 
on  the  clearance  of  accounts  for  1973 
(additiol'l'.iil-~  amounts  available) 
Decision  79/886/EEC  of  12  October  1979 
fotb!lting  a  decision  o·l- the  Cour·t  of 
Justice- 1971  and  1972  (additional 
EUA 
expenditur·e  11  870  494" 30  EUA 
Add"iti~'!f.jll.  net  funds  to  cover·  1979 
expenditure  +  6  142  558.9'1 
These  funds  enabled  some  expenditure over  and  above  the  expenditure 
covered  by  t~\ appropriations  to  be  entered  in  the  1979  accounts. 
1of  which  30  430  739.03  in  carryovers. 
EUA .  ;, 
6.  _Enquiries 
~.1.  Power-s 
The  administrations  in  the  Member  States  are  responsible  for  giving  effect  to 
Community  rules  and  thus  have  the  primary  responsibility for  ensuring  the 
factual  and  procedural  correctness  of  the  operations  financed  by  the  fund. 
1 
The  Commission  staffr  for  their part,  carry out  D  wide  range  of  checks;  which 
are  coordin3ted  by  an  interdepartmental  working  group  responsible  for  planning 
the  inspection visit  to  Member  States. 
ln the  veri'fication of  '")(penditure  financed  by  the  Guarantee  Section,  Leaving 
aside  the  checks  made  i~  co~nection with  the  ~udit and  cle~rance of  the  accounts, 
a  distinction  is made  between  investigations  into  suspicious  causes  and  wselective'' 
checks.  The  checks  gene~ally cover  all  the  Member  States  and  are  intended  to 
examine  problems  encountered  in  a  particular  sector of  sphere. 
6.2.  Selective  chetks  undertaken 
It should  be  pointed out  that  this  type  of  control  is  the ·only  one  to  apply 
automatically  to all  Member  States  involved  in  the operation  being  controlled. 
In  1979. checks  were  c~rried out  with  regard  to  monetary  compensatory  amounts 
[MCAs).  The  checks  showed  apparent  differences  in  the  way  the  MC~ system  vas 
applied  in  the  Member  States,  shortcomings  in  internal  controlp  and  in  the 
treztment  of  documentary  evidence,  as  well  as  instances  in  which  Community 
provisions  were  not  respected.  These  shortcomings  have  be•n  communicated  to 
the  i'lember  States  for  corrective action.  The  relevant  Commission  services  will 
be  involved  in  following  up  and  evaluating  these  ar~as  • 
6.3.  Investigations  undertaken 
In  1979  the  Commislion  made  use  of  its control  power  in  27  cases,  most  of  thes~ 
related  to  dair}'  products  and  monetary  compens,atory  amounts  which  can  be  largel)• 
explained,  as  with  MCAs,  by  the  finan~ial significance  and  complexity  of  the 
sector. 
These  investigations  related  to one  or  more  Member  States, as  folt~ws 
B  OK  0  F  IRL  I  L  NL  UK  TOTAL 
6  2  5  4  3  3  2  27 
Enquiries  are  undertaken  as  required  and  there  is thus  no  "even  distribution" 
amon9  Member  States. 
The  results  of  these  enquiries  can  be  summ~rized as  folloHs 
In  ~~  c~ses the  suspicion of  irregularity proved  to  be  ~nfaunded.  Fiva  other 
enquit·ies  w~l~  hav~  fi11arcial  consequences  and  ir1  2  :ases ·anomsties  were 
detected"  SiK  enquiries  ar~ stiLL  in  progress. VII 169/80 
Some  investigations  seem  tc  take  rather  a  Long  time~  Closer 
examin&ti6n  shows,  however,  that  work  on  complex  cases  sometimes  takes 
several  months,  and  a  file  opened  during  the  year  is·of  course  not 
always  closed  before  the  end  of  that  year.  Eleven  enquiries  were  still 
pending  or  nearing  completion  at  the  end  of  1978.  Three  have  mean-
while  led  to  the  detection of  irregularities or  have  had  financial 
consequencs in  connection  with  the  clearance of  the  accounts. 
7.  Irregularities 
7.1. 
It  is  ~rimarily the  responsibility  of  the  Member  States to  take  the 
necessary  action  to  prevent  and deal·with  irregularities  and  to 
recover  overpayments.  The  Community  is  responsible  fer  the 
financial  consequences,  however,  when  the  recovery  procedure  initiated 
following  an  irregularity fails  to elicit  repayment  of  the  loss 
incurred.  This  joint  responsibility  required a  system  of  notification 
and  coordination,  which  was  introduced  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No.  283/721 
adopted  by  the  Council  on  7  February  1972. 
EAG~F staff  also  analyse  existing  provisions  and  are  involved  in  the 
drafting  of  new  ComGunity  agricultural  regulations  with  the  aim  of 
incorporating  into  the  instruments  measures  to  close  loopholes or·prevent 
potential  irregularities. 
The  system  of  coooeration  and  oromot  notification 
Two  important  mechanisms  facilitate  clqse  cooperation  between  the 
Member  States  and  the  Commission  in  comb~ting  irregularities.  The 
first  is  the  prompt  exchanae  of  information  concerning  irregularities 
Liable  to  have  rapid  effects  b~yond the  Member  State  concerned  and 
irregularities  involving  a  new  fraudulent  practice;  and  the  second 
consists of  meetings  of  experts  from  the  National  authorities  and 
the  Commission  - the  EAGGF  Irregularities  Gro~p - at  which  all  the 
information  exchanged  is  periodically  reviewed. 
The  notifications  under  the  rapid  information  system  were  as 
follows  : 
B  OK  IRL  L  NL  UK  COMMUNITY  TOTAL 
----------~---~-·----------·--------------·------.-
Total  1972-1978  6  13  7  .10  10  0  2  4.3  7  86 
-----------.. ----·--·  -~-"'-----------~---·-~----·--·----
1979  l,  0  2  0  0  0  6  3  17 
Annual.  Average  13 
-7.2. 
7.2.1. 
7.2.2. 
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The  information  exchanged  under  this  system  related  mainly  to dairy 
products#  the  most  costly  and  most  complex  sector. 
Irregularities detected 
The  Member  States  are  required  to notify  the  Commission  quarterly 
of  the  irregularities detected  and  the  progress  made  in  the  recovery 
of  overpayments.  Details  for  1979  can  be  found  in  Annex  16.  It  is 
apparent  from  this table  that  the  number  of  cases  of  irregularities 
~ 
reported  in  1979  and  the  amount  involved  were' roughly  the  same  as  in 
197&  and  close  to  the  average  for  previoys  years,  i.e.  : 
100  to  120  cases  involving  a  total  of  2  to  3  million  u.a. 
The  amounts  for  1973  to  1978  were  as  follows 
(mio  EUA) 
Amounts 
recovered 
1973 
1. 3 
0.7 
1974 
4.4 
1.0 
1975 
3.0 
1.  3 
1976 
5.3 
2.3 
:1977 
8.3 
2.0 
1978 
2.2 
1.0 
1979 
2.1 
1.2 
The  Large  figures  for  1976  and  1977  are  explairied  by  nine  cases 
detected  in  1976  involving  3.3 million  EUA  and  nine  others detected  in 
1977  involving  5.5  million  EUA. 
These  Large-scale  irregularitie-s· had,  however-,  ·taken  place  over  a 
number  of  years.  Closer  examination  also  reveals  that  discovery  of 
this type  of  irregularity  depends  on  a  number  of  factors  which  are 
not  often  all  present.  There  is  therefore  no  reason  to think  that  the  . 
inspection  and  investigation  authorities  were  Less  vigilant  during 
1979. 
As  regards  the  types  of  expenditure,  it  is  striking that  the  percentage 
of  irregularities  relating  to  intervention  measures  is much  greater 
than  in  the  past.  Such  cases  accounted  for  71%  of  the total  number  and 
the total  amount  of  irregularities notified  in  1979,  as  compared  with 
Less  than  50%  of  those  notified  communications  in  1976,  1977  and  1978. 
These  circumstances  are  currently  under  examination  by  the  EAGGF,  because 
the  relat~onship between  intervention  expenditure  on  the  one  hand,  and 
refunds  and  MCAs  o~ the  other  has  remained  virtually  unchanged. 
•  I ~ 
j 
j 
1 
I 
-~ 
,'. ?..., 3. 
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As  in  the past,  a  Large  number  of  cases  reported  related to  beef  and 
to  dairy products,  which  is  logical  in  view  of  the  importance of 
these  sectors,  This  is  not  reflected,  however,  in  the  amounts  involved, 
which  are  not  very  large. 
;-'le  fact  that  in  1979  three  Member  States tog!'ther  accounted  for  80% 
o~  :he  number  of  cases  reported  confirms,  as  in  previous years,  an 
uneven  pattern  among  the  Member  States.  A posslble  explanation,  other 
tha~ the  differences  in administrative  practices,  is that  the  Member 
States interpret  the  concept  of "irregularity"  in different  ways.  The 
E~GGF  haS  taken  up  this matter  in  bilater~l'talks with  the  Member  States. 
However,  this  'uneven  pattern'  must  of  course  also be  analysed  from 
the  point  of  view  of  the  expenditure  involved  and  the  geographical 
distribution.  A more  balanced  result  emerges  when  inter·vention  cases 
are  excluced  and  cases  or  irregularities  involving  ref'unds  and  MCAs 
are -considered  (for  mcrre  detailed figures  see  Annex  17). 
Member  State  B  0  OK  FR  IRL  L  NL  UK 
C.a ses  reported 
259 (1)  100 < 1)  1971-1979  15  71  77  22  34  39 
of  which  : 
intervention  11  182  26  33  9  32  15  23 
refunds  and  MCAs  4  77  45  44  13  2  24  77" 
r  i  ,~,.  way  of  reference, 
1intervertion  expendi- 200  1500  200  1000  200  1200  token  300  400 
l~ure  in 
I  foi.l.o,.;s 
1979  was  as  entry 
(miLl ion  EUA  ) 
These  figures  prompt  the  following  comments  : 
Intervention expenditure  is  high  in  Germany;  this  could  explain 
the  numherof  cases  reported  for  this  type  of  expenditure. 
Intervention expenditure  is  also  high  in Italy.  The  relatively small 
number  of  cases  reported  regarding  intervention  cau~d be  due  to  the 
fact  that  there  are  over  one· million· small  olive  and  durum  wheat 
producers  in  the  country,  whose  requests  for  aid are  always  subjected 
to  checks  before  payment. 
In  addition.,  the  irregu~arities whi,ch  might  occur  would  probably not 
amount  to as  much  as  1  000  EUA  and  would  ~ot  the~efore have  to  be 
communicated  to  the  EAGGF  under  article  11  of  Regulat;on  (EEC)  No.  283/72. 
- It should  also be  poinred-out"·-that·- the·- audit  of -commercial  documents 
provided  for  in  Council  Directive  77/435/EEC  (see  paragraph  7.6) 
nas  already  bee~ customary  in certain Member  States  for  some  time. 
' I  ~--e  ~te-s 'in Annt'x  15. 
-I 
l 
j 
,, 
' f 
~ 
~, 
I 
J 
l 
7.3. 
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The  subsequent  scrutiny of  documents  as  carried out  by  these 
Member  States  in  addition  to  the  physical  controls  prescrib~d by  the 
regulations  automatically  reveals  a  higher  number  of  cases  of  irregula-
rities  compared  to  the  countries  rely~to a  greater  extent  on  a  verification 
of  the  actual  operation  in  question  before  payment. 
Detection  before  payment  would  appear  at  first  sight  to present  an 
advantage,  but  it  is  becoming  increasingly difficuLt  to  rely  on  physical 
checks  as  the  amount  of  trade  and  the  number  of  control  operation~ 
are  continually  increasing  compared  to  the  manpower  available. 
With  effect  from  1  July  1979,  the other  Member  States  will 
progressively  adapt  their  systems  to  the  mor-e  modern  and  rational 
techniques  laid down  in  this  Directivev  which  takes  account  of 
the  growth  of  trade. 
_Recover~ of  amounts  in  connection  with  Legal  proceedings  concernina 
irregularities 
1he  general  situation  as  regards  amounts  recovered  from  1971  to  1979 
is  shown  at  Annex  15.  The  national  recovery  procedures  seem  to  Las+ 
rather  a  Long  time.  If  they  appear  to  be  taking  too  long,  th~ 
Commission  sends  regular  reminders  to  the  Member  States. 
When  there  is  a  dispute,  which  is  more  often  the  case  with  the  largest 
irregularities, overpayments  cannot  be  recovered  until  the  legaL 
proceedings  have  been  completed,  and  this  explains  the  delays  in  certain 
cases. 
7.4.  !raining of  c~ficials managing  EAGGF  expenditure 
In  conncection  with  the  further  training  of  national officials 
responsible  for  surveillance of  operations  financed  by  the  EAGGF,  in 
1979  the  Commission  organised 
- a  seminar  on  the  prevention  of  fraud  and  false  declarations  in  the 
wine  sector; 
- a  seminar  for  national  inspectors  from  the  paying  agencies  on 
counterfeiting  and  falsification  of  documents. 
Papers  by  experts  described  the  techniques  used  and  the  means  of 
detection. 
The  conclusions  and  recommendations  emerging  from  the  experts'meetings 
~ere  forwarded  to  the Member  States  with  a  request  that  they  take  the 
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7.5.  The  special  Committee  of  Inquiry  (SCI) 
After  i~vestigating the  beef  and  wine  sectors,  the  Special  Committee  of 
Inquiry  turned  its  attentip~  in  1978  to the  cereals  sector proper,  i.e. 
excluding  rice  and  food  ai~.  Work  on  this  subject  was  completed  in  the 
middle  of  1979  and  a  report  was  forwarded.by  the  Commission  to  the 
Council  on  3  December  1979. 
The  Committee  made  recommendations  for  improving  the  existing  Legislation 
(clarification, simplification,  review  of  certain  intervention  measures 
from  the  point  of  view  of  their  cost  and  their economic  significance) 
as  well  as  on  its  implementation  and  control.' 
7.6.  Audit  of  operators'  commercial  documents 
The  analysis  in  1976/77~ of  the  control  methods  which  most  frequently 
Led  to  the  detection  of  irregularities  showed  that  the  audit  of 
accounts  and  commercial  documents  was  the  most  effective  method. 
of  operations  within  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section  syst~ms of  financing,+ 
Council  Directive  77/435/EEC  takes  account  of  the  results of  t~is 
analysis.  It  provides  for  the  systematic  scrutiny  by  Member  States 
on  the  basis  of  the  commercial  documents  of  the  concerns  receiving 
or  making  payments.  A minimum  number  of  concerns  have  to  be  inspected 
every  year  by  each  Member  State,  selection  being  made  in  relation  to  the 
amount  of  Guarantee  Section  expenditure 6r  receipts  involved~ 
The  Directive  also defines  the  powers  of  the officials  responsible  for  the 
controls  and  provides  for  mutual  assistance  between  Member  States. 
Information  compiled  in  this  way  is treated  as  confidential. 
Since this  Directive  entered  into  force  only  recently  (1  July  1979),  the 
first  results of  the  controls  will  not  be  known  until  1980. 8.1. 
8.1.1. 
14ernber  Stat<t 
-
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Title  IV 
8.  AUDIT  AND  CLEARANCE  OF  ACCOUNTS 
1973  Accounts 
VI/169/BD-EN 
On  12  October  19791  the  Commission  adopted  its 'audit  and  clearance 
decisions  for  the  1973  accounts  and  agreed  a  total  charge  to  the 
EAGGF  Guarantee  Section  of  3  598  533  266.52  u.a. 
This  figure  corresponds  to  the  expenditure  declared  by  the  Member 
States  of  3  635  688  028.04  u.a.,  subject  to  a  deduction  of 
37  154  801.52  u.a.  to  account  for  the  cor~ectioni resulting  from 
verification by  the  EAGGF. 
Expenditure.declared  and  accepted  is  as  follows,  broken  down  by 
Membei  State  and  expressed  in  national  currencies 
Table 11  Resultats  of the'clearance of the  1973  accounts 
in  national  curr~nci~s 
EKpend i tun;  charged  Expend i tuf.e  1  Correctlcms  Expend 1 ture  .19reed  Art.99  of  .'1n.r1 
i 
~cat>  on  of 
deolal'ed  I  I  EUA  z)  ' 
I  I 
f 
I 
•  b  <  Q  r  =- 1  - d  I 
--t-- ' 
,o<lg>um  BFR I 9.655.813 ,C-82,--
~enmark  DKRI  Z.Z15.396.9C1,07 
I 
9.681.037.306,--j  63.952.869,--
1 
2,218.81 S.904,3t:l  213,229,61 
\l.61i'.084.437,-- 1-38.728.645,--i  -957.5:<.•-'' 
2.218  .. 60?..674,69:  3.205.773,621 
I  I 
,iicrauny  DN  2.l.7J.930,23'},43 
I 
2.480.179.109,211  9.192.762,41  ~.470.986.346,80 i  -2.9•9.e92,63!  -1.~C7.9's,:si 
france  Ff  6.01!0.225. 710,98 
!rel•nd  !RL I  37.048 .<,29,91 
Italy  UT  363.490.831.440,--
Lux•mbourg  LFR  j  270.831.091,--
1 
6,161.914.28<,351129.327.122,10 
37.028.<63,161  ao6,B8 
365.521.492.146,--.1452.206.2 48,--
1 
273.205.138,9~  48.009,90 
6,0:2.587.162,25 i  -47,638.548,7~~  ·8.185.419,331 
J7.027.656,.28)  -20.773,6  ... :  -30.9!8,.75: 
361..069.285.898,-- i  S'/8 .454.458,---~  S 12.291,951 
,Netherlonds  HfL  1.909.541,,794,98  1,910.956.167,591  24,519.398,66 
273.157.129,-- !  2.326.038,--i  57 .5•c? ,n  f 
1.886.436,768,93  . -23. 1oa .026,05,  -a .329.167,;  7 I 
rited Kingdo"  UKL  63,251.756,38  63.378.1.1.8,73  396.368,33 
I 
62.982.080,40 i  -269.675,931  ·432.222,92! 
8.1.2. 
TOT.\L  : 
As  stated  above,  corrections  resulting  from  the  clearance of  accounts 
meant  that  Community  financing  was  reduced  by  some  37  m u.a.  Since 
the  annual  audit  and  clearance declarations  by  the Member  States  were 
21  m u.a.  higher  than  the  expenditure  initially entered on  the basis 
of  the monthly  declarations,  the  audit  and  clearance of  accounts  has 
therefore,  in  accordance  with  Article  99  of  the  Financial  Regulation,  made 
an  additional  sum  of  approximately  16  m u.a.  available  in  respe~t of  1979 
(i.e.  18m  EUA). 
1>  OJ  No.  L 278  of 7.11.1979. 
2)  Applying  the  rate  of  20.8.1973  (OJ  NO,  C 209/79)  valid  for  the 
month  of  October  1979. -==.:===========~.---- ...  ~· ·-·. ·.··:~:. 
._  _..._,  •  "'J .....  .fro  --- .. 
8.1.3. 
8.1.4. 
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The  correction  of  37.2  m u.a.  made  to  declared expenditure  in  the  net 
effect  of  negative  adjustments  of  40.2  m  u~a.  and  positive adjustments  nf 
3  m u.a.;  the  Latter  corresponds  to  expenditure  declared  in  1974  but 
chargeable  against  1973  and  to  exchange  gains. 
With  regard  to  the  reduction  in  expenditure,  it  should  be  noted  that, 
out  of  the total  of  40.2  m u.a.,  8.4  m u.a.  covered  expenditure  to  be 
carried  forward  to  a  subsequent  financial  year,  and  approval  was 
previously  withheld  in  respect  of  2.6  m u.a.  until  further  details  or 
supporting  documents  are  supplied  by 'the  Member  States. 
The  expenditure  deducted  for  non-compliance  with  Community  rules 
therefore  amounts  to '29.2  m u.a.,  the  breakdown  of  which  is  as  follows 
refunds  and  MCA's 
intervention  expenditure  for  milk  products 
sugar  : 
wine  : 
various 
19.8 
4.4 
2.9 
1.  0 
1.1 
m u.a. 
m u.a. 
m u.a. 
m u.a. 
m u. a  .• 
Three  Member  States  appealed  to  the  Court  of  Justice  for  annulment  of 
the  clearance decisions  of  12  October  1979.  These  were  as  follows 
(a)  FederaL  Republic  of  Germanz 
Action  brought  on  19  December  1979  against  the  Commission  decision  to 
exclude  an  amount  of  DM  8  335  232.61  (2  277  385.96 u.a.)  for  denaturing 
skimmed-milk  powder  (Case  No.  819/79) 1• 
(b)  Belgium 
Action  brought  on  19  December  1979 agai. the  Commission  decision  to 
exclude  an  amount  of  BFR.  29  008  562  (5~171.24 u.a.)  in  respect  of 
payment  of  differentiated export  refunds  for  milk  and  milk  products 
(Case  No.  820/79) 1• 
(c)  Italy 
Action  brought  on  28  December  1979  against  the  Commission  decision  to 
exclude  ar.  amount  of  L+T  604  863  175  (967  781.08  u.a.)  in  respect  of 
the  payment  of  aid  for  long-term  storage  contracts  for  wine 
(Case  No.  1251/79)2• 
1oJ  No.  C  18  of  24.1.1980 
2o:J  No.  c  37  of  14.2.1980 8.1.5. 
8.2. 
8.2.1. 
8.2.2. 
8.2.3. 
____....._.._. __ ... _, ..  ""  ·----··;.·~-.  ..,.• 
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In  addition  to  corrections to expenditure,  the  verification  work  under-
taken  in  connection  with  the  clearance- of  the  1973  accounts  also  showed 
up  some  weaknesses  or  shortcomings  in  respect  of  :  the presentation  of 
data  ;  the  transmission  of  reports  ;  the  monitoring  and  recording  of 
expenditure  in  the  accounts  ;  the  rules of  the  paying  agencies  ;  and 
the  availability of  original  supporting  documents. 
Accounts  for  financial  years  from  1974 to  1979 
In  order  to  speed  up  the  audit  and  clarance process,  the  work  has  been 
grouped  into two-year  periods  :  1974  and  1975;  and  1976  and  1977.  The 
same  will  also  be  done  for  1978  and  1979. 
Verification preparatory to audit  and  clearance of  the  1974  and  1975 
accounts  was  completed  in  September  1979. 
Under  the dialogue  procedure,  the  EAGGF  staff  report~d to the  Member 
States  their  reservations  prompted  by  the  controls  car.ried out,  and 
advised  them  of  the  corrections  which  it  was  proposed  to  make  in  the 
declared  expenditure. 
The  time  needed  by  the  Member  States to furnish  their  comments  on  the 
EAGGF  observations  delayed  further  and  caused  some  delay  in  the  dialogue 
thus  the  preparation of  the  audit  and  clearance decisions;  these  should, 
however,  be  adopted  during  the  last  quarter  of  1980. 
Verification preparatory to audit  and  clearance  of  the  1976  and  1977  accounts 
began  in  October  1979  and  should  be  completed  in  September  1980,  so 
that  the  audit  and.d.ance decisions  can  be  taken  towards  the  end  of 
the  first  quarter  of  1981. 
It  should  be  noted  that  to  enable  the  backlog  to  be  reduced,  the 
Commission  has  agreed  that  verificatiorr for  the  financial  ~ears 1976 
to  1979  should  be  carried out  on  a  more  selective basis.  The  main 
criteria employed  in  this selection  concerns  :  the  size  and  growth  of 
expenditure;  the  results of  checks  already  carried out,  ~hether a  complex 
or  recently  introduced  measure  is  involved;  the  existence of  particular 
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8.3.  ionseguences  of  the  judgments  delivered  by  the  ~ourt of  Justice 
Tho  judgments  delivered  on  7  February  1979  by  the  Court  of  Just~ce 
in  .Cases  Nos.  11,  15,  16,  and  18/76  were  discussed  at  Length  in 
the  Eightt1  Financial  Report  at  paragraph  8.3.2.,  which  dealt  with  tne 
principles  involved-as  well  as  the  implications.  In  its  judgement 
o~  Case  No.  18/76,  the  Court  endorsed  the  Commission's  position  on  the 
question  of  principle  in  five  of  the  six  pending  cases.  As  a  resulc 
of  the  judgement  delivered  in  the  sixth  case,  Decisions  76/141/EEC  and 
7~/147/EEC on  the  audit  and  clearance of  the  accounts  submitted  by  the 
Federal  Republic  of  Germany  for  1971  and  1972  ~espectively were 
declared  void  to  the  extent  th~t  the  CommissioR  had  not  charged  to  the 
EAGGF  the  amounts  paid  by  the  German  authorities  as  aid  for  the  purchase 
of  butter  by  persons  qualifying  for  welfare  assistance.  In  its 
Decision  No.  79/886  of  12  October  1979,  the  Commission  acknowledged  that 
the  expenditure  in  question,  which  amounted  to  DM  17  930  880.40  for  1971 
8nd  DM  12  051  258.00  for  1972  was  chargeable  to  the  Guarantee  Section 
o;  the  EAGGF. 9.1. 
9.1.1. 
9.1.2. 
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Title  V 
FINANCING  OF  COMMUNITY  FOOD  AID  FOR  PRODUCTS  SUBJECT  TO 
COMMON  ORGANIZATIONS 
Characteristics  of  Community  food  aid 
Foreword 
The  Community  food  aid  programmes  for  1979,  adopted  at  the  end  of  May 
1979,  made  150  000  tonnes  of  skimmed-milk  powder,  45  000  tonnes  of 
butteroil  and  720  500  tonnes  of  cereals  available  to  the  beneficiary 
countries  and  organizations. 
In  addition  to  these  quantities  made  available  for  1979,  there  were 
residues  from  previous  programmes  (about  300  000  tonnes)  for  which 
appropriations  were  still available  (by  carry-over  or  re-entry  in  the 
budget). 
Apart  from  Community  food  aid  as  such,  the  annual  participation  for 
1979  of  the  Member  States  under  the  1971  Food  Aid  Convention  totalled 
about  566  500  tonnes  of  cereals  (national  aid  under  the  Convention),  plus 
a  certain  amount  of  miscellaneous  national  aid  outside  the  Convention. 
ALL  these  aids  qualified total  or  partial  Community  financing,  depending 
on  the  circumstances
1 and  amounts  corresponding  to the  refunds  were 
charged  to  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  budget.  Amounts  equivalent  to the  aids, 
expressed  in  world  prices,  were  charged  to  Chapter  92  (Community  aid) 
or  to national  budgets  (national  aid  under  the  Convention  or  aid outside 
the  Convention). 
This  section  is  concerned  only  with  expenditure  under  Chapter  92  of  the 
Budget  of  the  European  Communities. 
Mobilization  procedure 
Products  to  be  provided  under  food  aid  arrangements  are  usually  mobilized 
within  the  common  market  organizations,  whether  they  are  drawn  from 
public  intervention  stocks  or  purchased  on  the  Community  market. 9. 1 • '·. 
Food  aid  proviaed  in  1979  can  be  summarized  by  the  following 
approximate  figures  : 
Cereal 
equiv 
Butter 
Skimme 
powde 
t 
s  (wheat 
alent) 
oiL 
d  milk 
r 
.faz:men!2_ 
1979 
prog r·amme 
--1-· 
521  000 
15  000 
58  000 
Previous  Total 
programmes  ( tonnes) 
143  000  664  000 
36  000  "  51  000 
124  000  182  000 
I 
Payments  in  respect  of  food  aid  are  made  through  the  intervention  agencies 
after  the  necessary  documents  have  been  presented  by  the  successful 
tenderer.  However,  in  the  case  of  the  products  purchased  on  the  world 
market  fot  Nicaragua,.  paymer)tS  we1·e  made  directly· by  the  Commission. 
For  the  purpose  of  making  the necessary  funds  available  to  the  Member 
States  under  Chapter  92,  monthly  advances  are  made  in  a  similar 
fashion  to  those  under  the  Guarantee  Section. i 
l 
9.2. 
9.2.1. 
Table 12 
The  cash  position 
Advances 
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The  monthly  advances  requested  by  the  Member  States  and  covered  by 
Commission  Decisions  amounts  to  273  436  594.22  EUA  for  the  1979 
financ-ie1l  year'  .. 
A breakdown  by  Member  State of  advances  approved,  expenditure  incurred 
and  the  percentage  utilization  of  advances  is given  in  the  following 
table  : 
Breakdown  and  utilization  of  monthly  advances  in  1979 
c·----
!Member  State  Advance7  in  Expenditure  as  at  Rate  of 
EUA  31.12.19792  utilization 
I 
belgium  49  194  157.51  44  529  944.57  91% 
1oenmark  20  352  017.66  17  703  341.57  87'1 
Germany  90  51,.1  497.39  79  317  968.08  88% 
France  63  993  684.87  59  204  518.37  93% 
Ireland  8  546  '136.72  7  694  917.62  90% 
,Italy  20  268  961.91  12  495  141.86  62% 
Luxembour·g  2  117  4'19.84  2  09'7  970.83  99% 
Netherlands  16  990  562.94  16  936  684. Lf3  99% 
United  Kingdom  432  155.38  1  '167  859.62  82% 
------------------ ----------------------- --------------------- ............ ---·~-·---..------
EEC  TOTAL  273  436  594.22  241  148  346.95  88% 
-----=--~  -----------
Comparison  of  these  figures  with  those  for  the  previous  financial  year 
shows  an  average  increase  in  expenditure  on  food  aid. 
The  rate  o"f  utiLization  appear·s  to  be  constant  at  about  90%. 
Incl~ding the  b2ll1c~ available  as  at  31.12.1978  as  shown  in  the  Eighth 
~~ '\ 9.3. 
9.3.1. 
9.3.2. 
9.3.3. 
Malta. 
) if'i 1 :>"! s 
(  j  ~ 
were  not  Lsed  by  the  Member  States  31  December  1979  were  re-
adjusted  on  the  basis  of  the  EUA  rate  applicable  t6  the  January 
1980  advances  (Annex  19,  col  e). 
These  accounting  operations  do  not  affect  the  balance  of  the  food 
aid  accounts  kept  in  national  currencies  by  the  Member  States. 
Administration  of  payment  appropriations 
Tota~~ons  available  in  1979 
The  following  appropriations  are  available  Csee  Annex  21)  ~nEVA 
appropriations  carried  forward  from  1978  because  of  delays  in 
implementing  some  food  aid programmes  100  070  567.47 
new  appropriations  in  the  1979  budget  287  336  000 
supplementary  appropriations  for  carr~ing out  c~rtain special 
measures  (Malta,  Cambodian  refugees,  ••• ) 
1)  3  700  000 
2)  5  000  000 
396  106  567.47 
Appropriations  committed 
ALL  the  appropriations  available  in  1979  were  committed,  a  total  of 
396  106  567.47  EUA. 
Payments 
(a)  Expenditure  declared  by  the  Member  States 
Table  12  and  Annexes  19  and  20  show  the  expenditure declared  by  the 
Member  States  a  total  of  241  148  346.95  EUA.  The  amounts  charged  to 
the  Budget  during  1979  will  not  necessarily  be  the  same  as  those  in 
the  final  accounts  to  be  shown  subsequently  in  the  Commission's  clearance 
decisions. 
2  Cambodia. i 
I 
I 
l  ,' 
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The  differences  between  the  approved  advances  and  actual  expenditure 
represent  the  balances  avail~ble as  ~t  31  December  1979~  These 
balances  are  considered  as  advances  for  the  1980  financial  year  and 
the  Member  States  may  accordingly  use  them  to  cover  expenditure  for 
1980. 
(b)  Direct  ~ai:ments 
Apart  from  the  advances  made  to  the  Member  States'  intervention  agencies, 
the  Commission  made  a  number  of  direct  payments  to certain  recipient 
countries  or  agencies  as  financial  contributions  towards  the  cost  of 
freighting  and distributing  the  products  supplied  as  food  aid.  A number 
of  contracts  for  the  purchase  of  foodstuffs  on  the  world  market  were 
concluded  through  the  Commission  and  the  relevant  payments  were  made  by 
the  EAGGF. 
These  direct  payments  totalled  17  858  981.11  EUA  in  1979  (see  Annex  21). 
Thi  following  table  shows  the  breakdown  of  this  amount  by  recipient 
Beneti c i ary 
Lebanon 
Bangladesh 
Guinea-Bissau 
UNRWA  <various) 
WFP  (various) 
NGO  (  various) 
India 
Caritas  (various) 
Somalia 
Upper  Volta 
Jamaica 
Nicaragua 
CRS  (Chile) 
CRS  <Ha'iti) 
Table  13 
Direct  Payments 
14  383.77 
3  280  521.93 
7  365.68 
948  441.59 
3  108  050.64 
3  669  309.81 
2  655  788.82 
808  083.48 
501  037.61 
9  686.44 
120  646.27 
783  762.34 
869  537.01 
82  365.72 
l 
17  858  981.11  EUA 
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9. 4 •  ~::£P...C.£e!:.  i at  .i.?D.:'. _!:E.~.}.t.d~.l.~.C..~_c_!  _  _!,?_.,:~~ 8  ~~ 
Under·  the  1977  i'inancial  Regulat·ion,  tl10  19?9  budgE>'i:  appt·op;·iat'ior;s  are 
committed  as  soon  as  the  programmes  are  adopted  by  the  Council. 
Accordingly,  appropriations  committed  in  1979  which  did  not  Lead  to pay-
ments  are  automatically  carried over  to  1980.  The  amount  involved  was 
137  099  239.40  EUA1• 
9.5.  Closure  of  the  accounts 
9.5.1.  Verification 
Each  food  aid  measure  is  covered  by  a  detailed  statement  of  expenditure, 
drawn  up  by  the  appropriate  intervention  agency  according  to  the  procedure 
laid  down  in  the  financial  regulations.  These  documents  are  thoroughly  checked 
on  receipt  against  information  in  the  possession  of  the  Commission,  in 
particular  in  respect  of  intervention prices,  tender  priCes  and  the 
amounts  of  refunds. 
This  scrutiny  i~  followed  by  verification visits to the  pa~ing agencies. 
EAGGF  officials devoted  54  working  days  to  such  visits. 
9.5.2.  Audit  and  Clearance  of  accounts 
1 
The  staff  ~xpect  to  be  able  to  close  the  1975  and  1976  accounts  during 
1980  and  to dispose  of  the  backlog  in  the  audit  and  clearance of  accounts 
by  the  end  of  1982. 
See  Annex  21. ,,.,  l9 - 50  -
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~  .~no r.nlk ,products  '  .....L.-.....-.-- .  _I  ____ ~--J-----.  -~-~  ---i--f-~---~-·  ____  ...;.._. 
":"" dm  top  moot  .  ,  I  ::.:_•s  ~  _', 653  1-8,519  I, .', 929  !  1 ,995[ ~  672  . o, 259  ',czr  :  ~97 .  37,416 
'""  Jbot;oo of  nhoo  I m1 I'  o, 715  ':_095 _[_~69~.J 2, 7  21 ~18':_  -·  - I  0,011  f-',  387 I",  223  30,02] 
D1sposal  for  butter  ,fat  1  ....... .,.  I  •L,~~o  c  036  j  - - ~  ~- i  0  oo~>  I  i)  11'  ..,.,  3nB 
~c.:V.>  ,  Z9,u~o  ,  1  j  1  , - ~  1  :>  "'' t  7 
lmpc"'~""' of  milk ~.6J3  =..:-..:=t  2,947_  2,7•14~1;:-;:;;TJ:@_~- - ;~l  11,755  0·-,4-7-3---_ 
~r  measures  --~-- ~ _L_::"  __  ·_c- I · - l  ~  l__~-~L_:_l  - !  - L  -
~  -~--~-------~~""----
,. 
!  Q 
Vl 
.t-
_...._.._ ·-----~---- ·-···~ ----..------· !...-.--~ 
-
ITEM  Belgiun  .Denmark  termany  France  ·Ireland  Italy  ·ux em-
bourg 
OILS  AND  FATS  2,323  1,~9  Be, :09  84,752  - 394,065  -
---·  -- --~·~-
R~FUNDS/  OLIVE  OIL  - - - 0._006  - O..l.OOl  - - INTERVENTION/OLIVE  OIL  - - - 2  151  - j8j_ Q2}_  -
AID  - - - 1,505  - 356  178  - -
Storage 
~  - - - - 22,597  -
Other  interventions  - - - 0,646  - 7,148  -
Kt.  •u;~v~t  ct.'L-'",  KM't:.  AND  :,UN- - - o,85c  - - - - FLOliER  ~EEC_S 
INTERVENTIO~ "  "  "  "  J,242  1,991  87,253  72,457  - 7 ,S05  -
~  Proauct1on  a1a  0,228  1,763  87,253  72,487  - 7 ,sos  -
' 
Storage  0,014  0,228  ~  - - - I  - -
Other  Interventions  - - - - - - - -
Interventioniot~er seeds  I 
2,031  I  0,008  - H.i, loB  - !  0,336  -
nid  fur  cotton  seeds  - - - - - 0,333  -
Aid  for  soya  seed  - - - 1,299  - 0,001  - ....  Aid  for  flax  seed  2,081  O,OOb  - 8,&l9  - - -
Aid  for  other oil  seeds  - - - - - 0,002  -
~ 
··~ -..,.-.... -~·-.------------------------.,,....---------------------
1  ft 
: 
I 
~ether- United 
ands  Kingdom 
3,836  )0,&32 
- c 00'5 
- 0  10~ 
- 0  103 
-·  ·-
- -
0,3l4  •  0,)01 
2,037  50,173 
2,('  ~  30,:7).~ 
- 6,039 
- -
1,455  -
- -
- -
1,485  -
- -
m EUA 
EEC  TOTAL 
C05,966 
0.012 
1~.3  ~]]__ 
3~1.18~ 
22,597 
7_,194 
l'  171 
202, sc.a 
202, .)07 
o, 281 
-
14,018 
0,333 
:,  300 
12,383 
0,002 
. 
. 
V1 
V1 
----------------------· --- --~----
----------~-·r··----~~--~-T---1- r·-.-r--~l  ..  -----~--~~~~:-~---~--
·rr"M  tsetg1~m  i  ~e"'·""'~~'"k  ~Germany  ~ra'lce  l"'e'-and  !  .~.":2tl  ~...LJxe  ~- l  ~e  .. ,- ~-
1 
---
~  1  !  I  J  I  !  '  •  ,.  '  '  -
~- -~-----~---- __ ~_ ___  ;._ -----~--- -·---..,-----~~  ----f~-·,~:..:_~_-___ :  -- _-__ -
i  ;  a  J  f  l  : 
SUGAR_  _ __  __J_:_~~£?.1.]2.:4~!. ~,t6~_J_ 423,0591  7':  76  29,?;79  - 61.:37  L2::.~-':_ 
~~  RU:fiD-~~SUGI•.~--------~---_L~~--~~05 :_27  :~(jj i  95,9<]7 !  __:_~~·:2~l  :~265-=~-'-007 L - I  -13': 2?  L.: ,C:~-
'1  .,  62  .. ,,  •  •  .  ..,  n .,  I  Q'  •  -- I  ) '"  1 "·I  ';  26"  !  " ""7  I  •  '' - ?"  ,  ..  ,  r,'  ,  Refunds  .  .:.  r.1U,j  ~  Li,4VJ  j  .• O,:Jj0 i  ->'-1Ji ....  :4  -'~  )  t  ..;~·.,-...) 
1
.  - I  ~J~-;_  ...  c.'  L--~=~·· 1 
__  ---~-L- ~----.. -!f--------+1----+. ---+---r-
- Refunds  or:  food  ilid,  1979  I  l  I  ~  l  I  '  l 
1  ~  ~~  ~  !  ~  !  -- l  - - I  ..  I  ·-"------+----.--+----+-----+--------r-----+- ;  t  ------r~-----
Refund~ on  food  aid  under  !  ,,.  j  ~- I  0,001 I  - 'I  -
1 1  ··  I  ~  J  · ~  i 
~ece.a1ng  _orogr·am~-----~--- I  ---+------4  .  - -----r------·~------1-----.. -
Inte;-ventlon/sugar  I  2G,2021  !.O,C-01  L6},66.; 1  82,935  3,911  ·  29,472  I  - 20,065  !2~  '-
'  !  l'  .  . 
-De-n-.a-t_u_r_i_n_g_p_r;;;;i·u-m-s---~  .. ---r- o;o?9 r-------1_ J ,~  o,6lll  0,009  __ -t- =I  0,1&1.1  ___  -,-c(-=~~·--~~ 
--------------------~----.---·--t--- -{  -;--+------- '  ' 
Refuods  for  use  in  ch~mhal  )  r.  l8"  l  .;  , 99  j  "  5~"' j  0  <l'Hl  _  I  _  _  !  0  E,P.<;  ;  o  ~ .~  , 
industry  l  ~, ·' ·'  1  ·- ~- L'  c.o  i  ,.  · 'j  1  '  ...  _I  --~-=~ ...  l_ 
Rei mbursen ent  o-f--s--c-oraq-;-c-o~s-t_o_l ~}9~  ))oT-9:-BO;-l  6l:&;T7_}_,  7-8-Ji. 3,902  I  ;n,Q,  - 119,-0-?_i  __  \:;::c ,. ??  ' 
,.  .•  Pub"Z'~~orage -------.-----~.1  ------~-:-.~  ~----j·--·  i  -~~;  ---t-----~'-----;  ~.:--- -
l  ..  '-! -!- ~  ,- - i  ....  ~  ' 
j  i  I  l  I  l  I  I  : 
-~·~-~t---- ~  -t-----;.- I  !  ----!-------:-
Measure.s·  for  sugar  produced  in  l  ..  -~  j.  _  1  ..  l  8,0431  _. -f- __ - I  - I - j  t,l9:J 
French  overseas  c!epart~~---i-----·--J------~----" !  1--=--+-=--- l  _  J  ----:--- --·  --- -
.  ...  ,  .  I  1  ~  I  t=±  - Sugc:H·  lmp.ort  suosloy  ~.~  .....  ~.  -·~  ~  ~  ;  - ~  - ~.  ~  - _:_  ____  L~~~~~~-~---~~--~~·-
=- ·  ~--~~----,L,~-----+-- j-- t  1  l  ' 
Other  1nter,;entions  j  - !  -~  !  ~  I.  - !  ·- 1  ·- j  ·- ~  ;  -
~-·-----------~~--~.~~~..i.=-~-~~.______i  ___  ____L.~-----L.  ----- -~---L--
·-·..  - - --~~- ---- .-- ..........  ~...- ....... -.~~·  ~·~-~~-~~  .. _.,__..._._,..._..._.....,..._-.  .......... -- ...  , 
~  f:l 
~ 
~ j._ ____  _ 
~ 
-.~---------------·····  ~-;-::-.-::-r-- v~~·-"··-r·  7  ·  1  ----r;: .. ~,  ,  -~~·  ..  ,,_~~  1 m.EUA 
cc~ 
~  1>.: .•  ;:. ""'"''  .... ~;.;.  ?'  ··~·~..,,  ..  ·~  fl"""'"  ....... c..:c ...  ;  -c:..,.~  ....  'r  1  :.  ~  I• ~·.  L__.._aCl .....  •  !l ......... cr-- i  :..ir~.  ........ _  ~  T  ,  ru-;  : p  ','•'o  -1  ;)"_,._.  _._,  I',..~  !  .<H.Jh.e  t--r<l-a11c.  l  '•<'-~~a  \:·-"~- 1- ~  i ;::i  ~·  - \  ota. 
ll::e.f;-- l  ~--·- !  I 
1  "~- ~  CJ.~.c  ~L'"'le-O.J 
-:~~_-:;:_, ~~_::c"~:~-=-=-=I"·";-=1.  ,,_-,~. l~!  106,.146 I 13'.:495,136,0391  .  - ''·"'~  ,-l-7-l-+--7---~8-,-2-;---·-
.  ;::_~ >'jt  ,~.;  ---- - -- -·  -- -- L-~-·-=.1~-~·  942.J 107' 16.;  L.:~· 2llj  __ 40,012  2,533 I  - 35, 10~-~534  I  270,209 
·'c·:•·<"!'''S  j  "~~  !  'r,(,  ~  (,  ~  ,~  '>  I  •  ~~'::;  •·  "f'  I  Q  ., I  '1  ·-~--
- ·-·-~_:_  __ ~------- ··.·-------.  ____ )  7, tOO  :  2-;,;..:__J_lOI,."-• ! ,,;::,dl  -~.I.  '2  1  •. ,.33  - 5;>, :v6  l  u,_S~, +- ..  2 10,_::J'J 
.  .  '  '  . -'  •<:;"9  .  0  '  I  '  l  ·----· 
\c  ;Clue  •jC;  >OOC•  31c,,.  ;  I  I  :  ~  ~  ~ _  ~  _ 
1 
~  i  -·  J  ..  ~  ·- ! 
~e~·-'.~  ~~~~~: 0  ~~~-- --=~=L 2, ~s~l  24, q&o  =l:2  6, 5_6o  ~~  &; , 2  35 T9a, d861  7J,  190 I  ----~3,  70  .:_-_,-~~~:.-,  3-,-0-4-6-tj--4-i-7-,  -150  ___  _ 
p,·, '-'"("  ,_,,o~.-~·{)e  \  2,966  I  o,803 +' 9,_589  )  9,313  j  s,e2s!  4~  ;-_  . I  o,563  l  5,414  '1  39,3lo 
---;:-;·:~.;:;---~--~---,--+----~- ·--+--r- ! ~  ----1----+---+; --
.c.""- !_ o;Ol4  !24,1n  L16,971  I 54,9?.2!  92,66:.:; I  68,371 L'  ~  !13?1·3 I  ?,612!  :m,s4o 
--------·--·-------.. -:---.  -~--:-·- ;  J------------{-------4-- I  -·  .  ..L__.I'  I  -+-----
01:112(  'n'  .. e.-v:::nt IC·r,s  '  I -0  i"'O'  ~  0  C'6  !.  +l  .  I  60  3H)··'i--=-'  I  0  59'  I  60  8€o  1  <'~  '!  :'  ~  l.  l- .  '  )~,'  ~  - ''""  i  f  ...  ~  ~  - !  '  .1.  •  .  , 
--~~·~-----.---.. ----·--·---------:-------1-----~-------;--- ~- i  t·- ··-
A;,.;~~~2t~c-~-~~~:~~~~~~--L.  __  ._,._j ___  ·--_.  --~---=·  j  -:.  t  ---~  - i  - j  _:__j  - I  -----~ 
Pr·em iu•r:s  ;'o,·  orderly  r:arket ''\'  __  i  -OJJOl  l_ ~o~  ~~  _  1  .,.  i  ~'  ~ _  ~~  0,5~1  0,544 
l  .  .  \  - '  l  l  ..  .  ·----·--- -------------'"·--:--. --+---1----+-·--t---- '  -r-- l  -- .  ~---
P-e:nH:OlS  for  reconst nu\: JOn  cr  .,.  i  ..  I  ~- l  ~  -- I  6o  3161  ~  I'  - I  - l  f!lj  )16 
"":::..!:l.:C  i  !  '  --+- t  '  - '  '  ~---c;~~"re~---;~:~:;:;;:nci;~~---~-!  ~~  r---_--·--r-~- ! . - l  - .  - !  _--~-,  - ~  ~ 
-~  ' 
-------- ----------~----·-~-~  6,47B--!54:to:9-~,90:0 I  10,906!  1,5581  8,221  0,025  lO,C48 f  -1,074.  104,859 
=·--------~--- ·--~------~----r-----!~---+--- -+-- ,  +- ..  ---r- -
;~-~--:EF:~~.::_,  _______ ~------~--+  2,509  !53,568  I  -i,870  l  ~.519!  1,435 I  1,206  -- 7,'(5811  0~519  'f,'3,384 
"-··-·--·-~~'::·:n::.~~:~:.____________  i  __ 5,969  L'·'~J..:·010  I,,~  0,12+  1,015 1  0,025  ·  3,090  o,m 1  26,4  __  7_5 __  _ 
----"~~':"~"-'~_''""----=1 2,5}0  I '·'"  1-~~L~""I  - '  0,1~9_1  - 115,12/ L  4;": I  :9.473 
·"'"'''" -~,-~ -·--,-- i  0,629 J O,_;lD  l  ,,.,c.,  I  0,769~- - ~  - 1  __  7,294-~L--1  ~5.929 
'~i"Ui'HJS0t'i'·'OULiRYr'IEH1  !  190'  i  6361  i  755'-~1  - 00'8  l  ..,8<)1  jP-''  jl  6)544  ·---~'~  '~·  ·i  j __  ~  __  _J __  : ~-~J~--'~  __  !____  1  1  -----~--~-~  ~  J vt.J  _  J 
U1 
-..J ;. 
r=-:------r--- -..---~j  _l  _____ h_ ---·-·· ~1--~-~-;;-;-;:::-·-r,'l:~ ::;  - ).c_r.  ~  ~~;·-r-:·_ 
ITEM  l~gium !Denmark  Germany  fra~c~~ar,c  ,:al>  .  bourg  I  lar1cs  1<1''·~:~  ..  ;.~--
cRuiT/VEGETAf!LES  I 6~859  11,072  6,254  66,95? I  o.~o;  3~0,909!  - I  :9,5~.0!  1,7'1;)  ! 
j  ---~·  -·-;r---'---·----~----- ..  - I  Q
1(o8r  ,.  "  i  I  8  6  ,-.,  ~  ...,-,  ~  ":""!  ""'7  i  1  ~~10  ~  1  .'(~-:_  t  ±  )  1,07.::  0,5  4  ,t.:d  !  O,l).  _  _j_:~.?::r,  1  - .  L.~=---1  -~~--~- ; 
Refunds  on  f;~--fruit and  veg.  1  O,OSJ  0,573  0,441  ~,961  - 1__:9,67~i_l,)2.;_l_~J_~~--J  .... ". 
R  E  FLINfJ.S 
from  -r,·uit  and  vegetables  0,143  0,532  o,c~n  3,123  - 0,29-i  J.,6.>:i  I 
·- Rerunas  on  products  processeo  ,  '  ,  j  .  '  l  \ 
}-----~-----·--~---···------.-
"'-y;;nERVENTION/Fresh  fruit  and  6,774  - 5,670  9,516 f  0 10)6  83,045  - 18,0:21  0,.335.  ~. 
~-~9etab~-----.  __  ~---·j 
~jithcJra\"L  and  buying-Jn  ='==  l  ~ 
.  .  "  . .  6,774  - 4p36o  9,407  0,056  45,295  - l5,0l21-~'33l_~_ 
~~-=-=slng and  distr10Utlon  - - 1  310  0  C>O"  - o.oo;?_l  - ----=------f-.-~  .  ...::-+·---
Promotion  of  citrus fruits  I  l  J  l  ' 
_  - ~  o3lo8  - e,o24 +---:  .  -- L  __  ·~_._;_  ___ . 
•;.· 
P•n""  ing  nf  d  ""' ic"i t;  1=  -~ ~ ~  _  _  _  ,-9,  7- 2-4 I  _ L  ..  I  _ : 
- ::::;,::::::::~:::~" PROOU:  1  ~--r  50.~81--=-- ,~,~061-,  ~  '- ~~I---· 
~ra-for tinned  pineapple  r----r--· 
_L..  i 
-- pj t - - - j,:::::  ~.  234~061  '~J_;_j_~~~--< 
Premiums  for  the  processing 
fruit  and  vegetables 
I  n 
~ 
~ ~--~------- --~··-- -·  ··-·-
HEM  Belgium  Denmark  Germany  France  Ireland  It a ly 
~ 
WINE:  o,oo1  - 1 0,914  35,52)  - 25,493 
"  --
RUUNDS  o,oo1  - o, 107  1,574  - 2,954 
~-
INTERVENTIONS  - - 0,807  25,025  - 22,539 
~-. 
Private  storage  - 0,195  14,116  - 8,221  ·- Aid  for  re-storage  of  table 
wines  - - 0,001  1,637  - 0,277 
'~ 
Distillation  - - 0,611  0,105  - 13,783  - Aid  for  concentrated  wine 
musts  - - - 9,163  - -
~("__., __ 
Other  intervention  - - -<>,010  0,004  - 0,258  ---·  Cther  expenditure  - - - S,q2tl  - -
Obligatory distillation  of  by  - - - 8,924  - - ______  e:'oducts  of  wine  making 
TOBACCO  2,987  - 17,822  79,041  - 125  593  -·  REFUNDS  0,019  - - 0,373  - 3,283 
I~ITERVENTIONS  2,9o8  - 17,822  78,668  - 122  310 
Prer'li ums  2,968  - ---
17,822  78,668  - 109  259 
Storage  - - - - - 12,530  . 
<  ----· 
Other  interventions  - - - - - 0,521 
Lux em- Nether-
bourg  lands 
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- 0  \."04 
- 0,004 
- -
- -
- -
- -
United 
Kingdor1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
- I 
l  -
-
-
-
-
-
- I 
-
•. .,;·--· -····--;.- --
m EUA 
EEC  TOTAL 
61,921 
4,6}5 
.::8,361 
22,532 
1,915 
14,<199 
9,163 
0,252 
R.924----
8,924  . 
22<;  441 
3,679 
,,, .  7~'< 
Z16.111 
12,530  .. 
0,521 
V1 
-a :'1 
~"  EUA 
-----------------~  ----~-·y·-----"1-------~,,  o•- '':e~"e-- lt;)n1~ed--l  E~'"  T"~·· 
'  - C  j'  t~·>T•''''  l-Jft,  !  ·'.  j  -'•  v•~- c.,.;,.....;,,,.,.j  r:J,;:.~..,.,-•  ..- ,Jt:-rr,.ar~y  ~  13n(e  ;.te~"l,  I-_.__,  t  i  1-.  -~~'innrl'r.."1 
--'~~~~--------------- ---.  -~~~:-:-~~--- --~----_---:  ~-_---t-_----t---_--- ~-~u~"  l  '-'~~  _I~-
-----~---------j------------;--~-----r---1  --~  t  '  -
-------------:'-----::__  ___  ..,i_;:,  ______ ;_  - +-~--1  - !  ----r---- '  - +---
r~·r~r<';~~!Y'r,..•:.~  ._..  i  .....  f- l- l  - i  - !  - - '  ~-
·----~i_:;~:l~~T:-:i:l~--->-- -~.;--;,-_-L.l-:-;;c:3~-~---:~.c~[  C 1_.:~~-:  -~- "(.r:2  ~-c,~5!~~~.-:7~--r :~.~- ~,;·-.-..2.,-t-2.__----
H:TERIJENTION/  'j;;--;;;s~~~::;::-;;--r  L;JS2  - j  o,·:no  l  ;3,62:;'  il_  - _  i  8,92  !  - )  ,046  j  0,179  l7,643l 
_J_  \  - ----------,  l  --+----1:------ c·--rNTERVEfiTro[,/'tlbr~ ii_;;;---- ~-~~e02-~-----~-;;,0l~!  10,9}81.-----_- l  0,848  I  - 1,~.:;6 I  0,179  14,903-
•  !  '  t  -+-----+--·------1---- -{-----t----~-+------t------- ""--_-!nte7v_e_n_t_i_o~--i-h-.:-mc ________  -r---~---r-·::·--T--~----~:  2,
1o1  :  -_  I  o,o
4
4  1  _  ,_  I  - 2,745 
,_  ----------i-----1-----!----\- :--1  !'  ~,- ~'!ill) 
"'.  SE£DS  ·-- --~--~,_:~~~)~,205 L  "•30__6  _  __1_~730:  0,126  l  0,0241  5,290  1·  4,19')  :?.Dzl:_'_~ 
HOPS  -----~--------f-r_J_,_:-,~5 .:  ____  ··  ___ ;_·; ,392_L~~-J_:_a_:  - __  -- _  2,0791  lO,l.:ili  -'--
;_·  -·  1  - :_.  --=+0,010 I  - - ~--I  - I  ~a__ 
SlL:<~JOR1"'l~ 
-···---------:-------;------~--r-- --- ~  .  l 
DEHYDRATED  r-oooER  ·  o,1JS'  l  6,5.:n  ~  1,:?92  1  24,964  j  o,394  1 4,908±  -·  3,469  1  3,89'> I  46,51ll 
-+  - -----~----i----t--- l  - --+·  -_--....,.,----=-
o--·--~Dl)TAT·_:~_s  ___________  ~--------~--:~------!--=----~-~:-----~-----1  - i  ~  ·- ,  -~-----LI  ~=--~ 1
- ..  ---. 
St1CET1•!0:1H  )  -- I  -·  i·  - I  - I  ~  !  - - I  - I  - '  :_  __ -----
O•~;s-·;·ND' F:Et:  6~At~S-------·--;---·;,i.Br, -~-~~-,-2:~~-r-;;:;4·:--~44;!=____  -- o,oo~[ 8,374  r-~~.~~-·  --~hl~-
o---------~------ -r------r  ---------1-------~~----j--- .  !  .  !  . 
OTHER~  :  -- l  -- ~  ~  '  '"  ~  I  Q  l  - - I  - ~  ,  ______ ---· -------------- '---------~------------L----
-PEf~~;-~)S;f.;!NED-~01•1 T~;-~-l-:;-·2~" T  ?;R  l'iSl  :l2  .12'i  l  19'  065 
,,  '-•  :  -~  ?-~·-~-'  ~  ..)  .,,  'i',,l'  il  ~....--...:1  ~·  i'  .....  fl  • ••  ;  -- ~ 
"ROCE~STNG ;\CRICUL TURAL  PRODUCTL  l  j  L  i 
~----- .  .  -----i  ..  ~  ~ 
.  i  r.  I  ~ 
-~~  o,OS9  I_  67,~~  252,158  .. 
_L  !·  '  - i  - -~"------- __  _L_  ___  L---------~. 
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f 8Pto·lum  i  DerHTiark  ':G,~rrnar.y  f  Fi·ance  i Irelar.c  j :taly  : ·_:.;xem- f Nether- }U;IiteC.  f  EEC  TOTAL 
l  - -- ~----- ~ --j  ~  t  ~cu"o  1 Land.~~·~<=  _____  .,._ 
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1
1  ;  !  INTERVENTIONS  I  ')  I  '"')  I _, ..  ,J  l !,t>/C  l  ,-440  .  3,2}2  j  ~  0,545  !'  0,14':  l  8,499 
---..,---:-:  __..,..-...,,---!  ;-------J--.--~+- !  - .  ! 
Withdra~1als  and  b·Jy~ng-in  i 0,257  1  0,265  !  2,1,'0  ! 1,6'{6  l  0,440  ;  ~.,2)2  l'  - o  ~"5  !  o  ·,"'  !  8  A~ 
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ITEM  L3ela1U"'  De'lfl'arl;  !G~cm3n,  >ranc~  t~b!a•ld  '·aly  - '  1'  ·'  · ,  __  1  EEC  ~·oTAt 
"'"'  "" :,,,:TORY  A  'DON~  l_o ,095 I 0 ,00) p.Olt l - ' :·~' i  o~I"''  ~  ,-c_:' r·:  O"  I_  -~- o, 1~  -: 
~7::'  ::y ,::::~~~;.;:~:;;:- :: :;:: I :::: ::; ] 
1
::: :;J<;:  ::;r::::  ::~t~;:  ~:  :~,~
3 
~~:  :;  :;  :~I - 458,735 
NCAs  on  imports  paid  by  import  ~  l  l  •  l  .  ~t 
ing  ~!ember  States  -23,845  ~  _308,021  ·I  -1!5,442  O,'?).l  j  2,7~11- 0,511 
1
-25;630  .  2,SS2 ~  - 23'),<!11 
·;oB~A~~6 
~1CAs  on  imports  paid  by  export  --------1  ~  1  .  i  , 
r~ember  States  .  3},326 -!-:28.167  143,852 I 19/~l.H  116,880  - ~l5  f117,351  l  0,214  ·--~~/)  ..  ~26  .  ; 
~!CAs  on  exports  paid  by  export l;Q  ,  I  j  ,J  '" ,  I  c:  ~s  ~ 
~iember  States  -;.S,OO.:j  - 2)t>,O.~'i  -235,021  -9,228 l- 38,639 1  ·o,317 1 fL,">57  7-101,96..;  - .,  ,)'30 
':'•lCAs  on  EXTRA  (0i•1t·1UNITY  TRA-DE 
2J  c,4  _  ~l  ~~-~- O  ""+-::-O ,._  •  - ,..t-~-:~-:·+--:-:::~--:;  ~·-~  --~.~-;·, -- , 
1 ..;v  • ..  , u, c  , _, ~' ~ v, 
f'ORTION  OF  f-1CI\s  OVER  AND  ACJOVE  -·--- -~-....  _  ..  -·  --·-
~  I  i  ~--"  ---··+~  .  ....,.---·  'c.E'JY  I  ~  f=djl-- t'--.-l  -·-·-I  j  i  ' 
NCAs  PAID  0'1  EXP0RiS  ----- .  ••  i  ___..., 
--~3,504  ·- 1121,~~- o,o22!  --~- i  __  -_E~oo61  ...  I  192,5YS 
GRAND  TOT-~L  ('i)  17R~_.-nn  {  7S7,'1:J~~~~-'-1!91?478,'\H I  ~72,8% lnzo,·:s?!  13 .• 533  E~~7,87s{  •j 0,  ,;/10~,~} j 
T 
GRAND  TOTAL  c0rrected  on  the  II  752,6 
basis of  fl"  t;:le  2a  of  Reg.  974/71 
629~2  2346,5 
! 
\ 
2281 ;2 . i  456,0  1_656, 5  13,3 r-u;-7  ,o r  92;;~--r- 10"t,t,(i, 7 
i --------
(1}  Without  taking  into  account  corrections  relating  to  the  breakdown  of  ecpenditure  by  Member  State  under  the  system  whereby 
the  exporting  Member  State  pays  MCAs  for  the  importing  Member  State  in  intra-Community  trade.  Amount~ paid  under  this 
system  are  entered  on  the  line  ''MCAs  on  import''  under  the  name  of  the  Member  s~ale making  t~e payment.  For  these  corrections, 
see  Table  4,  page  19  and  corrected  grand  total.  · 
f 
o-
1\J ANNE:t  2 
EAGGF  GUARANTEE  EXPE~OiTURE BY  'sECT0~
1 
[  SEC TOR  1975  1976  I  1977  I  1978  I  1979 
r-
--- -~-~-
CEREALS  589,3  ~55,'1  6N,9  1.112,5  1. 563,7 
329.9  403,3  365,6  831,9  1.184,7  Refunds  259; 4  2~2.  6  264,3  280,6  379,1  !nter11ent ion$1 of  whi.th  : 
90,6  51,2  76,6  117,0  143,3  - product ion  refund  103,1  82,8  134,8  89,0  115,4  - aid  for  durum  wheat  65,0  118,2  52,4  72,3  88,9  storage 
3,4  18,4  13,5  17,9  42,9 
R !CE  2,8  18,2  13,3  16,8  41,7 
Rft~nJs  0,6  0,2  0,2  1,1  1,2 
Intervene ions 
I  .,.  1.193,7  2.277, 7  2.924,1  4.014,6  4.527,5  "'  ~~~~MIL~  PRODUC,!l 
331,4  765,6  1. 417,4  1.565,0  2.087,9 
Re  fur,n~  862,3  ,_ 512,1  1. 506,7  2.449,6  2 .~31.~ 
Inter·Jentlons  606,8  /5),  5  853,1  1.131 '7  1. 310,21  ~  - ald  for  sk1mml!d  mdk  55,9  520,4  310,0  682,1  361,1 
- storage  of  skimmed  milk  151,2  215,1  2H,3  506,1  475,6  v  ~torag~ of  butter  3,8,6  31,0  81,5  112,8  169,3  - disposal  of  butter 
t lndnt.: ial  part 1c ipat ion  by  mi tk  producers  - 24,1  - 156,1  - 94,2  - 49,9  110,3  - e~pansion of  the  markets 
187,8  i41. 1  268,5  324,8  606,0 
O!LS  AriD  fATS  --·---- 0,5  10,3  1,0  0,1  1 ,i'.  Refunds  187.3  7 36, s  267.5  324,7  604,8  lnter·Jent ion~, of  which  :  151,7  128,1  161,4  143,6  357,8  - aid  for  olive oil 
aid  for  colza,  rape  and  sunflo.er  seeds 
28, j  92,8  84,9  131,0  202,] 
271,2  :N,l  598,4  878,0  939,8 
~!!§~~ 
27,8  6l~  0  409,1  640,4  I 
685,1  Refunds  243,4  161,3  1 8?,3  237,6  254,7 
'"·i 
<  Intervent ionf, of  whl 'h  : 
....  94,1  141,  111,  Ul,~  .,.  relmbursement  of  storage  cos!s 
~ 
923,3  61>,9  /,fJf,l  hl8, I  748,2  "'  BEEf  AI!_D.  VEAL  'i' 
m  14;,  9  1\3,6  15-',1  1  4S,4  270,2  z 
Refunds 
lilA  t.RI  I  5  ~5'i,6  495,5  478,0  lnterventlon:;,of  1.1hlch: "•• --- ---- '-" ---_;;--~·-;;.·;,;-;.:·';;;-;..,.~.;;....,;.-.,_;;;.,;..;..~"'1"-P--~~  ~~-------;-----
ANtlE X  2· -r.:or1t lrn.•td  (2) 
publ,c  ar.1  Drlvatr"  s.torilgt::: 
calving  c~e,~.,'...I  .. •S 
PlGMEA1 
Ref.;,.;~ 
Inrervr·nt ions  --l 
56,9 
EGGS  MlC  POULTRY  MEAT  (Refunds) 
FRUIT  AND  VEGETABLES 
ReT~r1ds 
lnt er  .... ent ion;-J of  which 
fresh  grui t  and  1.1egetables 
- processed  fruit  and  vegetables 
~INE 
R~funds 
Int erve~t  ions., of  which 
private  stor.:sg!:  aid 
dl st illation 
Obligatory distitl.ttion of  by-products  of  wine-making 
TOBACCO 
~efunds 
lntervent ions 
~ 
01HER  PRODUCTS  (Intervention) 
lnter\lt:ntion$., of  which  : 
flaw  and  hemp 
Seeds 
- hops 
-~  - silk "'arms 
.  ··  dehjdrated  fodder 
IJ 
refunds  fur  non-annex  I i  processed  foods 
TOTAL  AGRICULTURAL  EXPENDITURE 
~· 
;a;a 
'3,  9 
3. 7 •2, 1 
--
407r 
66:11 
-· ----' 
347,1~  46, 
7 
29,0 
'I  .. , 
,2  4, 
I),  j 
40 
18),1 
,6  43,6 
,0  '\l.1.,3 
44,(  141, 
- - . 
133,8 
,2  1,5 
,9  129,7 
36,5  38,7 
104,4  88,6 
,2  2,6 
185,4 
,3  1,7 
,2  183,7 
11,0 
76,2 
14,4  20,3 
24,6  24,1 
7,8 
I  16,0 
0,6  0,4 
11,4  15,4 
67,0 
---- -- --·--~ 
4. 746,9 
-- - - -- - ---- -- --
____  j 
37,3 
... 
2S.,pb 
178,2 
50,0 
128,? 
S9,9  · 
1'  1 
81,3 
7,5 
?05,2 
4,3 
200,9 
3,8 
56,6 
- - 14,5 
18,1 
9,9 
0.,3 
13,8 
136,3 
.640,0 
- l- --------
m,~ 
41'  11 
I  45,0 
3?  ,£' 
12,6 
)8,1 
100,7 
~7  ,8 
52,9 
124, 
3,t 
63,7 
1,6 
52,3 
35,~ 
44,5 
9,8 
216,1 
2, 7 
213,4 
l 
15,4 
I 
91,2 
15,4 
20,3 
11,1 
0,5 
42,6 
208,5. 
• 765,2 
413, 
76, 
"·j 
3, 
35,3 
10, > 
104.9  IV  ..  1  Y 
79, s 
'·42,9 
61,9 
225,4 
17,0 
78,4 
26,5 
34,5 
408,4 
4,6 
57,3 
8,9 
3, 7 
221,7 
1 ?0,2 .,.,  \ 
17,6 
30,1 
10,1 
1252,1 
0,5 
46,6 
i 
.732,0 
41J 
60, 
I 
::::1 
22,5-
l',sl 
~ 
~­
-+. 
::: 
"'  ~ 
""  9 
m 
z ANNEX  Z  - cont ;nued  (3) 
Acc;:ession  co~t~pensatory aeovnts  444,8  402,0  201,1  27,2  1,1 
"onet•ry compensatory  allounts  335,6  433, z  989,3  8SIJ~3  708,4 
TOTAL  EXPENOITURE  EAGGF  GUARANTEE  SECTION  4.522,5  s. 587' 1  6.830,4  8.672,7  10.440,7 
-- --
The  ex.Senditure  is  taken  fro111  the  statements  by  the  Member  States under  the  systen1  under  the  syste• of advances  and  charged  to each  financial  year  in accordance  with 
Article  109 of  the  Finand~l Regulation. 
_,' 
I 
I 
""  ,._ 
~  .. 
:;  -
"'  ~ 
0> 
'i' 
m 
z ;; 
"'  ... 
-----;.........,....-}'  ·~  _.  , *  *"'·  ;a_;;;;  44;  -i!CiQi  ,....  •  5  *  W.cep;  ~~··~-~~-tW«''·~~~_.,,.~·"'".;''·'··:~'<\:~  ... ,:~1>v,·~r.{·'•t.h~:;...._~::fi~;,~~':;:j~~-a,)·~,~.'f 
SECTOR 
A.  Cereals 
Rice 
Milk.  products,  of  which  : 
- skimmed  milk 
- butter 
Oils  and  fats,  of  which  : 
- olive oil 
- colza,  rape  and  sunflo.,.er  s,eeds 
Sugar 
Beef  and  veal 
Pigtr~eat 
Eggs  and  Poultry  meat 
Fruit  al"ld' vtgetables 
Wine 
Tobacco 
Other  products.  (10>  of  which  : 
- f la..:  and  he~np 
- seeds 
- dehydrated  fodder 
~rt>:~ 
~_1'5_  AKD0~!~-~~_13!iD_l_  ~  U_R_~_!__E  C  ON_Or<_I~- (A IEGOR Y__::  _19  ~f_!!<_ANC  I Al_YE_A~~~ 
rotal 
~ltptnd\tur~ 
1 .563,7 
'2.  9 
4.)27,5 
N/A 
N/i 
606,0 
939,8 
748,2 
104,9 
79,5 
442,9 
61 ,9 
225,5 
1H,2 
I 
388,. t 
217 .,. 
1 7, 
30, 
_46, 
l"J~por t 
r~fuu<J:~o 
1. 1 K', 7 
4 1.  7 
2.087,9 
N/A 
'"" 
1,  2 
68~,1 
270,2 
ts,4 
79,5 
H,S 
4,6 
3,7 
I, 2 
8,  S  <  1 Ol 
~  EUA 
R:••<down  occordin9  to  econn,.ic  c•tegorv  of  oo~:~t-io~s  __  --·- ·-·- -~ 
I 
HHERVEtlllON 
.  S·~~age(i)  1\.Jith~;~~l - r·~~icE>  ~~;m~~n~·~-·]-Guid~n~~~-r--;~~~~·- -~  ·-
RP.,9 
851,8 
22,9 
c1 
361, 1 
475,6 
22,6 
0,5 
240,0  (5) 
417,2 
2 2, 5 
12,5 
. -srrd  ,  "",leu·  tory  ,.1..-a<::ures  ,  pr·eu~o 1ums 
uo~r.<!lt!.ons..-· 
84,2 
2 3, 7 ( 8) 
( 10> 
8, s  V" 
__  _!! __ 
- -----;--- --j- --~ 1-----
t~  ~.:_e+ f ~~- ·--
379,0  ?90. 1  ( 2) 
, '2  1, z 
.496,5  {3) 
1.310,2 
154,9 
89, 3( 4lj?.. 439,6 
sa 1, 9 
365,6, 
202,31··  ~·  -
14,7 
0,5 
26,5 
324,Z  (7) 
11,1  (9) 
209,3 
120,2 
17, 
30,1 
46,1 
60,3(6! 
604,8 
254,7 
478,0 
26,5 
408,4 
57,3 
221,8 
128, 7 
1.671,3 
630,5 
_388,_2 
202,6 
17. 7 
30,1 
46,6
1 
252,2 -l  252,2 
Refunds  on  rocessed  non-Annex  II  products  -~-------~--R·  1  I  ~ 
9.732,1  4.732,2  1.657,8  116,4  .1.076,2  149,6  4.999,9 
100  48,6  17,0  1,2  31,6  .  1,5  51,4  TOTAL  A  _L  1  • 
o/o  <H>  1  !  I  I 
B.  Acc!ssion  compensatory  amounts  0,2  0,2  0,2 
C.  Monetary  compensatory  alflounts  : 
- lntra-Comll'lunity  trade  4S6, 8  458,8  458,8 
249,6  I 249,6  I  - t-
L ..... '""  I  ... ~:.·,~~]~  9  ~ 1  .  ~-~  ll::  S-7 ~~--_- -1~:-J,::-----r·  ~ ... .  .  I  ..  ::... . 
o/o  ·  100  47,r  15,9  •  1,1  H,9  1,4  52,3 
·-·------------ ------ -- ------- -- --·-· ---
- trade  with  third  countries 
(a)  for  foot  notes  see  ntxt  page  .. 
cr-· 
"' Foot  notes  to  Annex  3 
(1)  Private  and  public  storage.  Details  of  expenditure  on  storage are  given  in  Annex  4. 
(2)  Including  production  refunds  (143.3  m EUA)  & aid  for  durum  wheat  (115.4  m EUA). 
(3)  This  amount  takes  account  of  the  co-responsibility  Levy  charged  (94.2  m EU~). 
(4)  Premiums  for  the  non-marketing  of  milk  and  for  the  conversion  of  dairy  herds  to  beef  and  veal 
production. 
(5)  Reimbursement  of  private storage  costs. 
(6)  Calving  premiums  to  promote  the  restocking  of  herds. 
(7) 
(8) 
Promotion  of  Community  citrus fruit  (8.1  m EUA)  +processing  of  Community  citrus fruit 
C29.7  m EUA)  +intervention  in  respect  of  processed products  (286.4  m EUA), 
Including  obligatory distillation  of  the  by-products  of  wine-making  (8.9  m EUA)  + 
distillation  (14.5  m EUA). 
(9)  Aid  for  the  re-storage  of  table  wines  (1.9 m EUA)  and  aid for  concentrated  wine  musts 
(9.2  m EYA). 
(10)  Including  fisheries  (17m  EUA),  to  which  the  amounts  in  columns  (c)  and  (e)  refer. 
(11)  The  percentages  in  brackets  are based on  the  total  agricultural  expenditure  (total  A). 
d' 
0  o-
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00 
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-, ANNEX  4 
Break do,,  .. ,  0f  i nt ervent ion  i!:_l__!Eoe c!..__o_i_ __ s.!.?ra~~C_()_?_~ s  in  t_!.:;_e_~~-~ f i nan c  ~a L year 
Sector· 
~ 
... _____________ -------
Private 
storage 
Public  Storage 
m EUA 
------------------------ -·-~·---'"" 
of  which 
<31 __________  ..... ._. _______  ... ------------·----=----- ........ 'wo-------· ±:1 
:  :  :oiffe-ence  bet~1een  " 
:Technical  costs  :Financial  costs·  Gbuying-in  and 
"  :  :selling prices 
o  m 
0 
' 
;  ""'"""··~"''""'"~""'~-..-.-.,CN<--..... 'C"_,_ ..... ~------- ~ --~..-_,~""'--- ~ ----"""""'.,.._  _  __.,..,..~,  ........ _______  .....,,_,: ____  ,__..,, ____________  : ------------------:  ... --· ----.....  --~-.,..,........,_........,...,. ~ 
0 
0  :  ~ 
~  ~~~('::?-? l s 
1'li 1 k  and  rni  Lk  products  79.,-
~  n·~ Ls  ar.d  fats  p.m. 
~ S ug.:: r  240p~ 
0 
0 
.;  t'<eet  and  vea I_  :::59,,.3 
P~grr.ea-c  26,..5 
t,.l  ~  e  ~~2,5 
;  f"lbacco 
c 
"' 
0 
0 
: 
.  . 
0 
c . 
c 
0 
0 
~ 
88..,8 
144/:.1 
22&'8 
311!19 
12..,6 
31,1 
0 
~ 
62,5 
0  11,5  . 
.  ~  .. 
0 
0 
69,5 
0 
G 
2,4 
. 
0  29,6 
0 
~ 
~  105,9 
~  .. 
~  8,3 
0  ..  . 
~ 
: 
0 .  38,1 
~ 
:: 
0 . 
0 . 
~ 
:  4,5 
0 . 
0  ,  .  .  . 
0 .  . 
0 
0 
~  . 
~ 
, 
0 
. 
0 
0 
0 
21 ... 5 
576,,5 (~; 
3_,.0 
270,,3 
S,? 
~ 
Q 
0 
v 
c 
~ 
0 
g 
~ --,~-_,,..,~_..._ ___  ..._ ____ .,__, ___  ~'""'--.,... ___ : ~------"'""-- ~ --~-,.,----------------------""'  ~ ----~-- ...... ----------:  -------------------:  --------~------------ 6. 
~TOTAL  ~  407,3.  'l.24'f',O  183,6  :  186.,4  877..,0 
;,.,.......-.~.-.. ~-------· 
(")  Aainly special  measures  for  the  ffiarketing  of  milk  products  on  the  internal  market  under  Articles  6  and  12  nf 
Reg~Lation No.  804/68  (welfare  beneficiarie~,  armed  forces,  non-profit  organizations,  Christmas  butter)and out  -
side  the  Commu~ity. 
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z ANNEX  5 
Qua!}t1ty  d 
I  .  d  .  bl'  {'1)  an  'Ja.L~_2_!_J2..!:.Q_ucts  1n  pu  1c  storaae  · 
~-- ------------~---,------- ------ -- l 
Situation  as  at  31. i2.1979  j  }__situation  as  at  31.'12.1978  1 
~  'Product  !  -,- ---+  -r-----·--
~------~----···-------·-----~uantity  (to:~nes)  ~  Val.ue  (m  EUA)  I  Quantity  Ctonnes)  ~aLue (;r.  EUA) 
~  r  'Jh  ~  Q  O"'Q  --,8  j  4 82  I  ~  !  •.Omtnon  ~.eat  i  i. -'aU  g  '  .,315  ~  L877.919  i  322.,.653 
Barl.c-j' 
Rye 
Dutum  \,theat 
Skimmed-milk  powder 
8uttet 
Olive  oiL 
18~.895 
600.1'82 
'j50o£i66 
?£'~ o-821 
2Sl'L '!00 
i OC3?5 
320 
29.,338 
109.,.041 
2?,015 
680,090 
572,..068 
1  06"'225 
73.567 
581.956 
'l42.727 
214,859 
293.285 
53  .. 401  • 
'12,-22!, 
108~?43 
2?"783 
230,. 77f} 
723,.3?.5 
62,;J.;6  : 
----~ 
1 
----l 
l 
< 
i 
I 
I 
' 
Colza  0,.272 
226,.908 
190.,598 
10.236  ~  3,.,526 
I  l 
Beei  (carcasses) 
Boned  beef 
Preserved  beef 
Tobacco 
'i3So917 
79o362 
37.090 
21 o6'J1 
'  ~ 
203.415  i  383.,084  ~ 
84.469  e  206.,.?32  i 
679 167  ~  2.170  :  )"'7'14  ~ 
R  42,151  28.092  I  :55;>980  I 
.  •.  •  B  ;, 
~---·-·-------~--·--:----}~~--------~  ---~ 
l  __  ~~~=---------~~-~-~--J-=:::::::::::::---- ;  2233.,1  s  2142.,511  1  -------- ·-·.-- _______  , 
(1)  The  fiyures  in  EUA  ~ere calculated  by  applying  to the  amounts  given  in  n~tional  currency  the  budgetary 
rates  which  applied  for  the  purposes  of  converting  into  EUA  the  expenditure  for  December 
~~ 
~  .. 
~ 
OC\ -- 69  .. 
_f;_~·!'!f/.6 
6 r e a  k d.;.  ~Jf  ~---~-2__i.~.l.!~~  ~t:..l,2!!___::_p_e n  d i t  ~·~···~  i n  t h  ~!~  .9!JD..~  .o.~  .. e!Js:  ~ 
.£..?!!P~~-~--ion  aid_!;  __ 
m EUA 
r--;:::;·-~-.. - ---"-- ~----·-.. - f;::~-;~:;  ~::-· T -~·;:.:~~~·-:·~·( ~-1-~-L---~-~  --·  l 
~-~-r~:-~~--- ~-.,~--~~ I  .  2.9~~---:-·  ~-------~-- -T-·£?j,;~-------· I 
R1ce  1,:?  ~  - j  1,2  I 
Milk prorlu~:s, of  •Jhich  :  488 93  I  1~001.\2 _  ..  ,.  \-496,;,  I 
- sk wm,:d  m1lk  '"•ooea2 (1)  1~oo8 1 ~ 
- butter  151//  1  154,9 
Oils  and  fats,  of  11hicr  :  561 19  1.  5{!1 19  I 
- olive  ~il  365,6  365,6 
- colza,  rap£  and  sur,flowei'  seeds  2021)  202,: 
Su9ar 
Beef  an<;!  veal 
Pigmeat 
Eggs  and  poultry  meat 
Fruit  and  vegetables 
\-line 
Tabac cc 
Other  products  or  whit~ 
- i l.~rc  anct  •oer·1c• 
...  se;;:.is 
- dehydrated  fodoer 
ll  ,6 
OPj 
26,5 
14,  ·r 
oJ;5 
2615 
-~id  in  resr::cl  o'f  si•·in•n•i:d  milk  >:>owcJe1·  for·  anim,JL  feea  C.·alves  •.J: .• t1  wch,~r  <~nimals) 
ar;a  ·3·i~  in  res0ec.t  o(  skimm~.  -~  milk  ;.\f·v.~essj~d  to  farm  c.as~'1rL-
2 
3 
R~fund for  thE  use  of  ~ugar  in  the  ~hemical  industry 
Processing  anci  dist,--ibution  o·f  fruit  :md  ·;e  etablE5  t•ithdrcnm  fr'Ji'•  the  markf-t, 
fin.1ncial  compens;,;t·ion  ~'or- trw  proces•;ing  o  citrus fruit,  ;,dd  fo,,  tinned 
pineapple  and  ~rcmiums for  the  processing  0  f  uit  !nd  vegPtable! 
t;J I 
I 
I  Year 
I 
! 
f 
I 
I 
I  a 
" 
f 
'  ~ 
I 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
VI/169/80-EN, 
ANNEX  7 
Overall  cost  of  the  Guarantee  Section  in  relation  to gross  domestic  product  CGDP) 
EAGGF  Guarantee  expenditure  Community  gross  domestic  EAGGF  Guarantee  expenditure 
( 1000  rn  EUA)  product  at  market  prices  as  % of  Community  GDP 
{
1000  m EUA) 
!  .  I  l<inus  agcicultucol  levies 
r----·  -
I 
---·-----
Gross  Gross  Net 
b  c  d  e  =  100  b/d  f  =  100  c/ d 
. 
4,523  3,903  1.107,6  0,41  t  0 ... 35 
5,587  4,414  1.265,6  .  0,  44  I  0,35 
6,830  4,692  1.405,0  0,49  I 
C,33 
8,673  6,390  1.553,2  0,56  0.,41 
10,440  8,297  1.742,0  0,60  I 
0,48 
..... _~._. 
-
.. 
/ 
I. 
~ 
0 ~ 
\/I/169/ES-CN 
ANNEX  8 
EQU~LIZATION  OF  STORAGE  COSTS  FOR  SUGAR 
A.  COMMUNITY  SUGAR  Situation a:  15  April,  ,980. 
r
~.  -~o~•~u••  "-;"~ ~G~··-~---~~~~  -~~  -~··-~--~-•- ~--~--~~·••a-=-Q-~~-•~e·-~----~----~---.,.,..  ~~~,. 
·  ~  Annual  balance  ·  ~  Cumulative  ~alance  nur3  I  Sugar  Year  \  Total  levies  Total  refunds  ~--------.-----------r··--··~---------------,----·· .........  ···-----
,  - A)  b  l  I  .,  ( )  '  ' '  .. "  '  'I  I  ~ \  ~  (EUA)  \tUr.  a  so  ute  ,.  a  aosoc~.n,  j  "  -·  -::: 
I  1:?:.5/69  53.636.855,20  I  52,8:'>:.932-,20 
1
...  76?.9?J.co  ..  1,43  ~  161.~23,oo  \"  :t,.rc: ____  ..  l  19S9/~0  53.9~~·512,72  57·1~~.026,"•1  - 3-~~;.;:3,89  - 7,09  ~- 3·~5~-~~,~9  ~- =  ~,84 
I  197G/tl  i  :7.o~  .... 210,14  I  s:·~~,.e)4,.te  J.- J.24u.7.5,66  +  ~,68  +  ;.~J·~IL,n  I~  "  , 
1  1911/12  I c0.3_,].oo8,48  7o.t~el.)31,28  I+  J.o;<").277,20  +  4.60  4- 3.83).461,9'7  l  0  l,;-3 
~  !972/73  I  15.327.163,45  1
1
.  ?:;..oc2.719,391..  2C4.324,o6  •  ~  o.35  _,_  4-H7.&!6,o~ !  -~  1.2s~ 
~~1CJB/74  ~-L163.319,00  76.632.999,96  ..,  7·53).31J,O.S,  +  c,9)  +  11.63}.2!.5,07  l  2,89 
l')l.:./7)  Bto2~6.25-),30  \  81.005.7S9,55  I+  5.UOb479,75  ->  63ce  ~ 16.923.72!,,82  I  "'  3,45 
1')75/76  90,,520.05.56  1132.765o5Cl,041-·  42.245.()63,<1~  ~ 415,67  - .2)o32i.3)e,22  t"'  4:."\6 
~  U7o/71  166.39S,251,28  lS3.Cl9.70C,lc  ...  lJ.,:no.~81~18  +  8.04  ·- "-·9f2.]57,04  'I=  1,60 
~  1977/78  l92.770.0"J7,4Q  190.733.254,20  ..  2,03C:.E03,2:'  +  1,06  - 9.90).'/53,75  ,.,  1,05 
t  1C73 17n  '20",81:-'•C>S"  -:>8  1  1C1"~~Q.1->c, 1n  °+  &.Cb4.ai6, 1?'  -o.  ,_03  - L8.,,:' oo7  01  i  ~  ('  1f:  I!:;,Oa-r.o:.ln~.4M~  ...  .,-u;,:;;:s:;trS:"''SX:.:::.~-::11'  :-1,..,....,.~~~ ~~~--~-~W..aD&-~..,Oi:f.;:a...........,  .. -.4111~6ld--.-- -.-.n--""'4~\..:,......_"'3~0..e,.~~:::.;.,._.....=.=-~·~ 
~ ,.l 
'),_ 
)  - ·) 
<·' 
B.  PREFERENTIAL  SUGAR 
G9H/~  ,·;::::;~::~·-····;::;:::;::··  i  :····;;:::::  ;;·--·-:-:~:--:---:~~:;:T:-·~-~  _,. 
l..::::~::  ..... l  ...  ~:::::~::::_  __ \  ___ ::::::::::::  .. l:  ..  ::::~:::~:::  .. l  ......  ~.:::::  ... \.: ..  ::::::::~:::  ..  1.:.:~:
9 
(a)  % of  levies 
4  ..... 
...  ~ ·' ' 
-------=-- ,---:;:---::-;,:-~----.---- ___ ,  _______ _ 
L'!'U~--,'---
Gu~RAr~ree  :ihio~.U1~  ADVAf.iCES  AP~D  FUNOS  AIJA~Lf..9LE  IH  I".Er~EP.  ~1:.1'£:,  FOR  1919 
~~:·:~,~~r~-- - feELG~~-----r--g:;MAP~- -rGER~~NY--- - ~-Fh:;/ci·· --- """] 
1~~;;:78  -- -~
1 
,-:aoo.~o~~oo,~~5;3-:-;;;;o:o~o.= I  .57o.a~o·.;oo,:T~."~;2."ooo.ooo,- ! 
1B.o1.79  2.28o.ooo.ooo,- 345.ooo.ooo,- 542.ooo.ooo,-~1.12o.ooo.ooo,-
1S.u:.71'  2.3oo.ooo.ooo,- 468.ooo.ooo,- 481.000.000,-, 1.025,ooo.uoo,-
19.05.19 
06.0~.79 
17.0<.19 
02.05.79 
08.oS.79 
11.05.  "19 
17  .o~  .. 79 
08.06.79 
15.06.  79 
17.0/,/9 
30.07./9 
11.09./9 
14,09.19 
1/.10.79 
()5.12.79 
3.oso.ooo.ooo,- 1  ~n.ooo.ooo,· 
BOO.ooo.ooo,-
l.~oo.ooo.ooo,-1  403.ooo.ooo,-
87o.ooo.ooo,-. 
100.000.000,-
3. 700.000.000,-l  ~65.~00.000,-
3.~00.000.000,- 600.000.000,-
2.100.000.000,- 424.000.000,-
3.100.000.000,- 406.500.000,-
- 70.000.000,-
500.000.000,- Bo.ooo.ooo,-
1.271.000.000,- 20~.400.000,-
1.671.000.000,- H7.05~.514,12 
I.M.ooo.ooo,- I1.400.oon.ooo,-
56l.ooo.ooo,- I1.2~8.500.ooo,-
ss6.ooo.ooo,- 1 1.383.~oo.ooo,- I 
67o.ooo.ooo,-~  84o.ooo.ooo,-~ 
621.ooo.ooo,- 1.2sz.ooo.ooo,-
s~s.ooo.ooo,- 1.1oo.ooo.ooo,-
463.000.000,-11.550.000.000,-
78.100.000,- Y7. 700,000,-
558.000.000,- 1.291.000.000,-
Jotat  aovaneu  j31.34·;~~o;,~~o,- ;.-3;~~;;~~14:;; --z,;,~~~:~o~,l;.'m.;o~:~~u,--
--- -------.1· ___ , ______ -··----···----- -------- ·-··  -~---- .... 
;;~;l~~~-~~~-~--~~~2~~~~ -~~~o~~~,o: _:-__:_a~~24_:_8_2s~~aj  --~-H:~63.ts~_,_7~ 
Fu1nh  r.1.1Ui lablt 
as  a  re~ult of' 
c!<aran<e  of  •  38.728.6~5,- - 3.205.713,62  - 27.032.245,77)  +  ~7.cl8.548,73 
1973  accounts  an 
judg;ment  of  the 
(Q!IfLcnncerninjclearaoce.of.a  un.ts .. foLt211/l2. -----·-- .......  ,  _ _  ...  . 
·Tot • l  available  131.549.908.682, •  5 .31!7 .6~  /,4  18,51  6. 058.04 2. 930, 6!)14. 214.602.304,46 
m~~~7,--~~A--_  c~~~~~~~.:: _7~-~~~8- :?~~41L~  --~~~~~;,~~;~~t~~~~~~~;~~;:;~ 
<IJ  Including  exhc.ndge  differences 
!~ELAND  --l--!r-ALY-· -- -- -LOXE'l'lOVRG- l  NOTHEOL/110~  I u~.TEO K•'IGOO•  c·E:To-i'Ai.-- ., 
.  l"  --- --·  --- .  - - - -- -----~- ----- lkl  ,  Ll I  LfR  !  Hfl  U'-L  £U,  71 
29. ~oo.ooo,-jToo.ooo.ooo.ooo,- B6.ooo.ooo,-~35o.ooo.ooo,- I  24 .ooo.ooo,-I  I 
l~.Ou~.ooo,- 7~.ooo.ooo.ooo.- !6.0oo.ooo,- ~2o.co~.o0o,- j  33.ooo.ooo,-
~e.ooo.ooo,-, T3o.ooo.ooo.ooo,- - ?88.ooo.ooo,- i  3?.ooo.ooo,-
1t.  ~oo.ooo,- ,  'IS.ooo.ooo.ooo,- ?o.ooo.ooo,- 3~o.ooo.ooo,- 1  35.ooo.ooo,-
12o.ooo.ooo,-
J4.1oo.ooo,- ll3o.ooo.ooo.ooo,-!l34.ooo.ooo,- 31o.ooo.ooo,- i  TS.ooo.ooo,-
~o.ooo.ooo.ooo 
2l.ooo.ooo,-l ns.ooo.ooo.ooo,-1  46.ooo.ooo,- 1 
3o.~oo.ooo,-,19o.ooo.ooo.ooo,-~1oo.ooo.ooo,-~ 
3S ••  oo.ooo,- 160.ooo.ooo.ooo,- 37 .ooo.ooo,-
38.ooo.ooo,- 11o.ooo.ooo.ooo,- 23.ooo.ooo,-
350.000.000,-
90.000.000,-
315.000.000,-
440.000.000,-
485.000.000,-
33.500.000,-
29.000.000,-
12.000.000,-
51.000.000,-
4J.ooo.ooo,- 14.ooo.ooo,- 1  32o.ooo.ooo,- 25.000.000,-
11.Boo.ooo,-
4S.soo.ooo,- 1  69.ooo.ooo.ooo,-l  32.ooo.ooo,-
------
222.9oo.ooo.-~  ?T.ooo.ooo,-
zss.ooo.ooo,- 22.7oo.ooo,- ~  , 
z-.-;~900~000~~;:.~~'  l&o. Joo.ooo,- ~"a9.ooo.ooo.ooo,-ls28.ooo.ooo,-
-- 3~~6_5_~~8~.~~ :_8.89~29,-
20. 713,~  - 578,454.458,- - 2.326.038,-l. 23.108.026,05 
'". '"· '"· ,J_.,, m. '"·"  '·:("'·  "'·  m,  :j'. '"·  m ·"'·'"  '"  .m.  "'·" 
-;_;;~~2~.  ;~~_zJ :  .Jos.;;;~~~2,3t  ~s1  .m::~t  .539.258.468,56  51U3o.4o4, n  i1o.m.o99.181,,, · 
.... 
"" ....  ' 
~.!!_~  ~-!...:"-1JL_-
J F1ilk  pre1111iums  000 c/o)  :  Ad>~•nces.  .1r1d  t~ndi  a.~atl•bto  1n  Mel'l'lber- St_ates  for  ~979 !1) 
,- Oat• of  ~~;;-l-Uii  G·l~AR~  GERM.<NY  I  FR,NCE  II  .REL.\NO  !TAL:  LUXE~80URG  NETHE~cAND;----rl~~;;!%~-;;-r  H:~;""  ~  ~---1 
J  Deci don  I  BFR  OKR  OM  j  ff  !RL  Ll  T  LfR  Hfl  UXL  ~  UCE 
~~~~---;a---r;.ooo.ooo,--t  6.o~a.ooo,- so.ooo.ooo,~  2~~~-,-------~  -~  ___  :  ___  ~~o.ooo,:  9oo.ooo,~ t---= --- ---- ----~ 
j  •9.n,.79  - ~7.ooo.ooo,  3.ooo.ooo,  218.ooo,  2.7oo.ooo,  L3oo.ooo, 
I  w.ol.79  1  s.ooo.ooo,- l  1.ooo.ooo,- 24.ooo.ooo,- 1o.ooo.ooo,- 228.ooo,- - 1.2oo.ooo,- 1.4oo.ooo,- 3.Soo.ooo,- /  I 
I 
2:.oJ.l'l  i ;:,,ooo.ooo,- 9.ooc.ooo,- - 3.ooo.ooo,- 17o.ooo,- - soo.ooo,- 2.3oo.ooo,- -
1:_0(,79  j1o.ooo.ooo,- I o.soo.ooo,_- 23.9oo.ooo,- 11.5oo.ooo,- 24o.ooo,- - 6oo.ooo,- 1.6oo.ooo,-J  - I  I  \ 
j  lr.o5.7?  11S.ooo.ooo,- 9.ooo.ooo,- 12.3oo.ooo,- 16.5oo.ooo,- 60.ooo,- - Soo.ooo,- 15o.ooo,- l 
,  l5.o6.19  lS.ooo.ooo,- 7.soo.ooo,- - o.Boo.ooo,- 165.ooo,- - 2.2oo.ooo,- 1oo.ooc,- 1.oo~.ooo,- !  I  j 
\ 
1?.07.?9  10.000.000,- 15.000.000,- 6.000.000,- 7.000.000,- 100.000,- - 700.000,- 3.000.000,- I 1.000.000,- I  I  i 
3o.o7.79  I!  s.ooo.ooo,- 1o.ooo.ooo,- so.ooo.ooo,- 13.ooo.ooo,- 400.ooo,- - 1.soo.ooo,- - j  2.~oo.ooo,- f  ! 
1  14.09<9  _s.ooo.oo~,- !  12.ooo.ooo,- 9.3oo.ooo,- - _  :-6oo.ooo,- I  ,_,oo.ooo,- k/  j 
11.1a.r9  ,  <O.ooo.oou,- l  7.ooo.ooo,- 4.1oo.ooo,- - - 1.5oo.ooo,- •. ooo.ooo,- 1./oo.ooo,- ! 
1
--- -- --L--~--1--------- ---- ---------·- -~-------- ----- ------~-' 
lora!  od"'ncos  j11S.ooo.coo,- l 90.000.000,- 213.200.00~0-~  11<2.200.000,- 1.581.000,- - 18.200.000,- I  10./0o.ooo,- I  :::::::::::=1  -------- ·-------1-----~-E----------·- ------ -,---------- ----·~--J  TOt<'ll  tUrldS  I  I  ~  I  r~,~~~o~22~' _  _l  15.006.(09,- I  11.7~~~~~  13.213.321,51  ~~:~15,52  ---1~2.91-~~~ -------~ --1~-~~~~~  I  1.53~940,  10  ~1.164.919,05 ~----J 
1  Tora\.  a;allaole  _  ~  . 
1  1 
I 
fu,,J,  !•3o.vo6.209,- 101.744.666,69  226.~13~43.619.015,52  1.723.919,78  - 18.340.062,- 14.881.940,10  11.864.919,051 ~  ! 
L~.:; :
0 
;:c;;;;;,or ': ;;:: ;;;:;: 0  °
0
:: :,:;::;: ;; j  00::;:;: ;:::::,I,;:::::::::::  :0  eeo;:::; ::: ::;:0  OOOOooo:OOCO oe,  0'' 0  :;;: ;::::'. ~-;  .::,  :::~[",:;:0:::.  ;T;,;;, ;;: ::] 
1rr-emium5  for  ~tie  non-rn3rketing  of  adlk  .lnd  for  the  conv~rsion of  dairy  herds  f1nanced  60 o/o  by  the  Guarantee  Section  and  l,Q  o/o  by  the  Guidance  Section. 
21nctudi;-g  er.dH!r>9'!  dif~•r"-n'>"''>~ 
I 
-.--l 
"'~ - 74  - 1'1  VI/169/8D-£N, 
~ 
ill'!!i.,S.,,!,Y~"~l,.~JJW\!HOER  ,FATE.LlJl~  .f~79  r.UJ,!/'~)ji  ;Ej.ll,!l~u.ig PR!iM!WMU 
m fUA 
1
'-Membe-r  S-tat~  I  )  an  "I  f' f'b rl  -~~_._r_"-1-·_"_"_'_1  _  .  .,.·[_M_•_:.Y--c_._l  u_n_• __  !  _Ju_l  __  -tl_,_u,.:g_r' -'-"--"-'-+)_n_c_t_, _  _:.A '_'•:..r_:.•_:.q:.::e-;l_._•n_v  : \.Oec  I  ,., ~~~ ""!1"' 
BELG!uri  --:---;  4,oj  7,4  5,3  o,9  12,1 1  29,6  26,51  38,-1  36,1 I  62,-1  22,2  119,~,~-
1  'I 
s,  70,<•  I  57,4  58,1  97,3  107,1,  I  92,1 I  a6,S I 52,-:  76,41  13,31  71,1  I  31,7  52,- o/.,2 
1  74,91  64,8  63,4  98,2  ,,9,s !,2,,7  ~  113"- 9o~-~ 112,s1  75,31  93,3  1  so,s  61,s,  ~·,. 
67,.)  ,i  59,6  62,5  86,- 89,6,  94,9;  75, 1l  53,~  5::>,7/  1
s~, 9
1.!  69,6  1.1,3  61,5'  r.rJ,~ 
J  !  7,4;  5,2  o  9  12,2  2.9  9
1  26,8 ·  37  9  36,3,  61/'8:  ...,, 
1 
23,7  9,5  ,  :u,~. 
-;;;;;;;--~-A---~.-~:;-~
1
1 
6
7 7 :<
21
1  6,6~~~T~~-13,~~·  -9,5,-12,2[  1,-l  o,~7,5 :-n,-:-o-,-;.--
1 
e  79,'- i  49,2  .  60,7  !  7.,7 I  66,-,  84,>  58,4,  65,61  72,3  67,5  I 28,7  1  58,S  oo,S 
c  1  83,2!'.  10,1  74,4167,3,  78,5/  5o,'l 1  71,1!  48,9l  53,,  7:l,31  68,2136,21"-~J  t.c,7 
o·  ,  67,1  63,..- 67,8  60,5  1  87,6 1  ?o .. 3:  80,.8!  61,1  52,1.1  65,9  67,6  l.9,3  t.S,ti ·  ~'.,5 
E  I  21,1 1  7,1 I  6,6,  o,B  1  -9,1[ -13,41  -9,7! -12,21  1,-
1 
7,4  0,6  ;-13,1!  - -u,o 
-,---~  I  1  '  9.3 
1 1
1 
<.9 . ..:  88.' I 135.6 i  I  ~--,  A  '-15  .. J  54,1  89,~ I  52,1  !  )1.,2;  l.0~1:  ~  ,  ,-''  ,  I  5l..,6  ;13'2,l,: -2-'.,3  :;.t,,') 
I  8  :  126,21  216,,1,  191,9 i 1€5,8  ! 223,8'  21~,5'  265,5 i  2<6,8,  219,3 i 172,6'  216,8  131  3  '282,5'  IC'C," 
1  c  :211,1! no,2  281,-/237,9  i  • 2
':~-- 7
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·france 
Ireland 
Italy 
luxembourg 
Netherlands 
United  Kingdom 
,. 
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AN~~~ 
EXCH~GE~£..1:i_!<~'JCE~_}J79  Fl!:0?1C!AL_J:£AR  C:5> 
Guarantee 
238.367,0~ 
+ 534.775_.87 
+ 1.1,)4.90?,88 
..  197.72'·~03 
.,  617 .4ot,,t,z 
- 427.525,98 
- CL 799,73 
-~  1.301.76?,33 
-}  !,16.761,76 
EUA 
L-=:~'~'"~'  '"  .  ~--.--·-~- _-
'  -. 8?6,2,.  I  .  - 289.24:>,2)  l  "  6.3?2,80  I  .  +  St,1.  ~1,3,?": 
·~  300.8?l.r55  .  .,  L755.837,L.S 
- 36.966;78 
+  7.712;12 
t  '102496 
378,25 
-}  64.666,.-
+  160.757,.30 
+  625.116;54. 
427.525,98 
- 43.696,82 
+  1.300.891r58 
<!- L31.42?; 76 
.  l 
TOTAL  • 
1 
.  ,_ ,.,~~~~:~ -1 ,  ,  +  ().104.763.,29  ·•  31,1.030,22 
Premiums  f~r  the  non-marketing  of  milk  and  pr~miums for  the  conversion  of  dairy  herds  (Regulations  CEEC)  No.  10~8/77) 
2  f  h.  '  o  l•  1 en  601.  finar'lced  by  the 1;uarantee  Section 
40%  finar'lced  by  the  Guidance  Section 
+ 
+ 
EUA 
EU.~ 
3  for  each  Member  State  ther~ is  J  difference  betw~en  the  bcilance  at  t~e  end  of  each  ~onth as  converted  into  EUA 
at  that  ~onth's rate  and  the  same  balance  as  converted  into  EUA  at  the  foll0win~ month's  ~ate.  This  table 
shows  the  total  exchange  differences  recorded  for  each  Member  State  f~r  the  who,e  of  1979. 
-J. 
-J I 
·I 
NOTES  : 
first  lin~ 
Second  liM 
Gerl"'any  : 
.,.f"  _, 
Unit f'd  Ki!':9dom 
France 
EAGGF 
L __ 
,,,~~ 
GU,,R,'ITEE  SECrtO' 
(ftS(S  OF  !RP.(GIJLt.fH 'f'f  0971  - 198-0)  A~IV  I'ECOVC:R'i  OF  0VERPAY~£~TS 
(:l  .. ;iOUNTS  IN  EU,'I) 
E[-~;;_;--- ~ff'.'"___L  ..  ;m _  J ~,;, ~-] ;•"= _  ""  -1·  ,.;, __ -~  --;-7-9-- ror•:_~ 
-I  - :  --~~~ [  _______ I~ __  s_.,~  _  _____:_  ---~ao  - ss.m  - - s  ~ 09 _ 
8  _-_----- -_---_d- ~ r=Y~3~~J T--t! ,- _S~l?l  - ~~-- 12~3£3  _4  l~S£9;9~6 ---;1  ---- 1  - ~2;1~-- _1~  - !·~7?.~~~ 
- 0 --t~-~  ~:a:':~~,  ~1~~~=-~6:  3~  _2:4:6~9 b~  _,:l:o:9~{6~  l:a:a:a:' __  a~  _2:2~9:5~1  :9  z:s:s:9~S  ,~  _
9:&:3:
7  36  562
_319  -~~-~ 1 ~-~~= 
---~~~~'~_1__-_o-~::.~.lo  ~~~=-~J:.  -~~J·"~J~--47?~11  ~--~9_!_:_~5  ~-j'~:.2.:~~  767.1oa  Jo  m.2o4  ~~:_no. 
OK  f_-______  -- _  _  _  _  _  !  __  7;1?3  ?  _6~4;6~1, 2~  _SQZ;8~2  _! ___  2,9Q2  !4  _3F;I~2 1!  _  ~3,5~5- _  !·?0~.?7~ 
i.15J  6  310.4\~26  502.842  1  2.902  12  229.572  9  1.182.271 
-~.210.95-;:  s  2,09:.~-~-~- --~~~z, --,  ·--;,:;;:--;~;- --;  -~  -9- n  6.06U?6 
fR  1- -1----- ------ ---- - ---- - ---- ------- ---- -
1  2.386  3eo.r.11  2  8.141  3  6o.259  2  ·  11.12s  2  12.966  6  ---r-=------- _  ----- -a.-;~~ -j- ---;-;;-o~:O- 2  -~:-;;;:
1
~,~  ~~904  5  ---;~~.260 
IRL  - - - - - - - - - - "  - - - - - - - •  - - - - - - •  - - - - - - - - - - - -
- 8.743  1  1So.oo  1  118.234  3  V0.712  4  199.693 
40 ~7.493 
-~~  - !·~9~.!6~ 
11  839.407 
f---- - ---- ------ - ---- --
IT  _ .. _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _9~1~\~l:  _  ~8,4~8  _ _ 2  __ 1·!61  _  ~  _  2'~·29!  2J_  15~.~1~ 
_::__  -~~~~~lj_-~  _____ 1_:_<J_l~  .  ~ ------ -
~4-l- _1~0Q1~629 
3  5.061 
~--- -. ----- =·  ---- ---- ---- -------
4  22  m  - - ·-;-]---,:-;'%  1  -;~·i.-11<  --7  --- 5.-6~?~9  --, 
HL  ~- - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - •  - - - - - - - - - •  - - - - -
4  1  3.956  6  )01.134  7  56.219  2 
--- ~------ ; t  -_- -:;~  = t---- =  _2!5,2?  4 
_6~4,op_,_32 
644.013  36 
26.033  52 
'-f  11~ 
( 
±
~- ----· - ---··--- -··  -·  -- --
-- --_-;:  ~ :;:  ~:;~.:;I; ;:; ;; ;  [:; k  ;;:,:;: 1; f;:  ;;:,  :;:r  :;- :~~;  :;  I  '  ,  _  _  _ _  __ t_L  ____  r_:_t_..= ___ ]__  __j__J _______  L___  __  l  L___________ 
_tQ8.120_1~-~ 
2,o23,9ro_
1
2o~ 
1.21o.oss  549 
15 -l  ~~~ 
•g I 121 
Number  of  C.Jses  reported  and  al7!ount 
Number  of  cases  where  over  payments  were  recov~red,  tJith  a.'l'.o~mt  rcca  .... ered 
gz  casr:s.  of  irr£>gutarity,  of  which  lS  vere  rtparted  in  1973.,..  3?  ln  '74,  1.-4  in  '75  .!nd  44  in  '76,  all  concerned  a  singtt  special  intervention-measure 
(regulation  (EE.O  No.  69/237 operated  fro"'  S  Avgus:t  to  1  October  1969  ..  ' 
1t.4  Ca::;es  of  irregular\ty,  of  vhich  83  1.1erC"  reported  in  i97b,  44  ln  '77,  16  in  •78  and  1  in  •79  concerned  nofl-payrnents  of  ~1CAs  due  to  a  \oieak.ness  in  the 
systeii'l,  ~:~hich  h.:~s  since  bei:-n  in  .. prav~d.  , 
In  '79,.  24  cases  of  trre-gu(arity  involving  failure  to rr:eet  oblig.Jtion  to  convert  d~iry herd  to bee-f  o1nd  veal  production  (60  o/o  findnced  by 
Gur.r.;ntee  Section  and  40  o/o by  the  GuidJnCe  Section,  but.  ~l  overp.l)'mcnts  ure  inctuJeJ  in  this  table). 
~ 
.. 
--- -~ 
- 1·!8!.~6~ 
354.490 
--~ 
- ~·  26~.Q2~ 
1.457.467 
-<Q-§1 ~.  ~0~ 
Zl. 224.778 
I 
"'  "' SECTOR 
Cereo~ts 
Milk  and  milk 
products 
Figmeat 
Eggs 
~ec. 
lrr  .. 
Total 
ftec.  ~ 
I rr. 
Total 
Re::. 
lri". 
Toe at 
Rec~ 
Pout try Meat  Rec:. 
aeef  and  Veal.  ~ec. 
!rr~ 
Total 
Oils  Jnd  tats  Rec. 
irr  .. 
Totol 
fruits  and  R:ec. 
veogH.ables  Irr  .. 
Sugar 
Totat 
Rec .. 
L  r r  ~ 
Total 
Non-Anne;<  !1  Rec. 
products 
Other  sectors  R..:c. 
MCAs 
EEC 
Total 
of  1:1hich  : 
lrr. 
R~G~ 
Irr, 
Total 
1.  amounts  r~covered or 
el1.penditure  justified 
2.  amount~ for  ;chich  the 
recovery  proce-dure  is  in 
progress 
:.w:EX  16 
~AGG~ GtJ.\R • ~r""~r:  "070 
...  f.A.'>ES  OF  l~R€GUl"P.!T"/  R'EPOQTEO  A"'O  AMOUNTS  RECOVERED  <.amounts  in  EU.\) 
~ 9elgiutft  i  De-nll\at'k  Ge-r"'al~)'  I  Franc  eo  {}-;:-t:;~Italy  ,,Luxembourg I Netnertano'!lo I  U~ited  ~  i'"OI~· 
I  ~  ·  ·- l  .  X:1n  dom  ESc 
N  t  f·  ~.~o  :1  i'o or  1io  o!  l'w";;r-:::;jo of  No  It  t  o  o  lo 5
~r  o o'  c~s~"o;:  .  Mount  ,A"'ount  A.nwunt  1  1  Amount  1•  IAnourttJ  ... !"""0 UI'\l  ._l""'ourt  ·as!,  i,MOL>nt  jcaSfS  A.mour"~t  ~as  _  A~ount  - case  i:ase  ".:lsef  JCaHf  '1osef  ca!:rt.  ~  .  t"t- I  ,  ~j 
I  I T  2,;.ffl_.J,-- I  I I  I  I  I  l I  2.~4J.· 
1  4  1 1  ~,  r~g-i  ,  _  1  f4-ru:?:..:~ 
- -----1- ----- ------ 1  3.7}5  2  13.049  [  1  2.577  4  I  !•,,)c.!  ~
~~ ,  9.)o')  I  >  9.3o1 
1  1_3:2,144  5  rJL..n,::J~  ',  I  I j  1  134.)01  kf-1~Q_,_Q~~ 114152.566  Ll7 w;7_,J::.:._ __ 
lib  l4J.&'j4  I  2  I 592.5~  I  40  9:1].!13  • 
0- 1 ~~~·-t--r-,  ,2,-Tr:rY>II  ~-~  j-;,--rr--- 5  30,062  - _.,  )0.062 
_1  - I  [_~~77  4 
.  I  I  - I  ' ;  I  I 
1  I 2.21?'1--l·----+  2J 14.561  I  I _t  l  ?.588  ~  4  24.366 --
Ll  I l  1.350.  B  253-4.0909  I  24  1{3.68)_!  1  25-721  34  45,1.16} 
11  I , ~ll-~~  "'"·'~ J  ,  "·"· T  1  r-1-~~'-t::::~:  -
~- tt+--~J____ .  I  f-
f  -~1+--- ' I  I  I  W-- >[ ,:;-83-
l I  u.763  l  I  13.763 
1  I  17.486 
!-------4  ---
2 I  18.8Q2_____ 
--~  1  I  I  I  I  I  !  I  I  I  31  32_5-,2 
3 I  26.634  8.207 I  8  1336.868  181  399-537 
2  4.191  1 s 
l  22.14i_j  6  42,150 '  31 
- -~  '22:\44  Tl  ft57s1
3b  r62.6!9l  r- rl.  II  I  I  4  n.82'J  3o  381.:'()4  ?o  127.971 
i  p,~.-;.r t  :,~,  ;. -·  -~;  ,;_;.; i  ;,-~ ;,;  .:, ;  ~ ; 
i  I  2.571 L-r ~-11J.726 
)  152.615 IT-3 633.22'2_  14  52.566 
-?- -~- 31Is2.llf5 T  - ---t  'b  -t b44.ou!  25  4os-:f&o-
l·  .  6  641.01) 11  126.0)8  61,1.210.055 
-,-T  ;!;,;_;,; r  ,--T  j---l; r  ~,:,;,-r  ;r.;,:,;,----
'  ~'-.); 
.~ l 
_j 
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ANNEX  17 
lRR§Sil,J.~ARITlES  RELATING  TO  INTERVENTION  PAYMENTS 
.  ·-~-:---·~·~~=~=·~-~~~--~---·-~·~~--r-~~  Ca se-;-n 
r~~:~:r  .  ~~~e~s··r~;:l~te:~:f~-~~:'  ~,~~1:'(,::~ ro"L  :;~i::;~ J:e:::i~!.''':" 
107< l  .  <m  EUAJ  oaymentsr 
-;~~-·~  ~--·  ~; l  3  ··~  4  -:-r  1  15  167 --r--11 -~~-4--1 
D  "  )0  63  69  86  49  48  36  259( 2)  1 .,522  182  77 
nx:  1  -r  26  1  14  u  n  1 n  20s  26  45 
FR  12  5  7  4  'e  9  32  77  988  33  44 
IRL  1  1  2  20  5  l  2  22  222  9  13 
~i~  __ _lt_ ; JJliLI  '-· 5;  -~r_,; ,;(31  ~i l  ~~- _j  ~;_ 
t_<_:;___  ~?__L"~  j_:~  ..  L.~TI2~~~~L!l6~ 61?  ~:?.?:~l  l  :-% 
2 
MCA's  between  Community  countries  are  not  included  here  since  they  fall  into 
the  'trade"  category  anu,  for  the  purposes  of  this  analysis,.  have  to  be 
considered  as  refunds. 
The  figures  given  for  the  number  of  cases  in  Germany  (259  and  182  respectively) 
do  not  include  the  142  cases  reported  from  1973  to  1976,  ~nd  in  particular 
in  1974,  1975  and  1976,  which  related  to  a  single  special  intervention  measure 
(69/287/EEC,  cereals,  8)  operated  from  5  August  to  1  October  1969  only. 
3  ~,  the  case  of  the  United  Kingdom,  144  of  the  cases  deducted  concerned  the  non-
payments  of  ~lCA's  result.ing  ·fr.om  a  weakness  ir:1  the  system: -wh·ich  has  been 
improved  since  1977. 
4  Most  of  these.cases  concerned nefunds  ~nd·MCAs. ANNEX  18 
SUM~~ARY  OF  HftPLEr•1ENTATION  FOR  THE  1979• FINANCIAL  YEAR 
(Chapter  92  - Community  food  aid) 
VI/169/80-EN 
:,'\porop.  a·vaiLabi.e  :  m EUA  ~  Imolernerctation  :  m EUA  :%Utilization 
:------·------------------~-------------------:-------------------------------~------------:-------------------:-------------------~ 
,, 
0 
0 
0 
,, 
~ 
:S 
. 
" 
A.,  .4PPROPRUTI01;S  _::DR  'f.HE  -FINM!CIAL  YEAR 
1.  Initial  aporop. 
2.  Supp.  appropriatio~s 
3.  Transfers  ~ 
287 .. 34 
8,70 
C.  Cor~MIH'ENTS 
TotaL  co~mitme~ts  a) 
2,  Automatic  carryovers  to  1980 
:  3.  Sumas  not  committed 
, 
TOTAL  ------296;64 _______ , 
liC  . 
0 
b) 
TOTAL  (a  + b) 
0 
0 
8,  APPROPRIATIONS  FOR  !.HE  PREVIOUS 
FINANCIAL  YEAR 
> 
0 
automat ·i c  ca1'ryovers ; 
from  1978  ~ 
····non-automatic  carr·y-; 
overs 
TOTAL 
TOTAL  APPROPRIATIONS 
g 
e  ., 
1uo~o7 
pm 
~-~--~~------------
y  100,.07 
£  396,.11 
"  " 
:  D.  PAYMENTS 
0 
0 
:; 
:; 
G . 
~ 
Q 
1.  Application  of  carryovers  from  1978 
-payments  a)  from  auto~atic carryovers 
b)  from  non-automatic  carry-
overs 
- lapsed 
TOTAL  CARRYOVERS  F~CM  1978 
;  2.  Application  of  1979  appropri§tions 
a)  payments  ~  .. 
-b)  Carryoveri to  1980 
- automatic 
- non-au~omatic 
TOTAL  CARRYOVERS  FROM  1979  TO  1980. 
3.  Appropriations  Lapsed 
- outt  of  19 9Z9  nllocation  - ou  of  1  78  carryovers 
TOTAL  APPROPRIATIONS  LAPSED 
,  AVAILABLE  (x  +  y)  =  z 
0 
0 
0 
TOTAl  \x  t  y)  =  z 
-·-·----"  ------------~------·---------------· 
1) 
p.m.  :::  [·oi<e>'  ~,,t,) 
.  . 
296,04 
137,10 
100  l 
. 
~ 
0 
~ 
g 
A}  :;  g 
:  ________ e~---------~---------Q-~--------: 
.  . 
a 
0 
.  .  . 
0 
X  296,04  :  lQQ  %  ~ 
~  . 
c 
:  . 
0 .  . 
y  100,07 
pl!l  .  ..  . 
0 
0  .. 
~  .. 
<> 
"  ..  ..  . 
g 
"  . 
.  ., . 
=--------e~---------=  25&'3  X 
::citJ 
:·-: 
y 
.  . 
: 
z 
100,07 
158,94 
------ ------
137,10 
pm 
137,10 
------
,.. _____ 
pm 
pm 
.  .. 
,  . 
~  .  .  .  .  .  . 
40,1  X 
34,6 X 
g 
0 
0 
:  ..  .. 
: 
0 
~  . 
0 
0 
" 
~  . 
pm  :  _  __£ 
396,11  :  100  % 
' '  "  : 
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EUA 
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i\~!NEX  19 
co~;r:JJlYY  FOOD  A  .. I_D--0fAPTER  92 
CASH  'OSITIO~ AT  31  DECEM9ER  1979  ·------,··---------
:'\mount  eva i l  ·~ 
at·r.£  2t 
1anu,jr·y  P?f? 
2; 
{j'}o'))?,  ij 
5  5·-~:;. 'iY-~.:b~ 
30  '5~J~~--2t.Op50 
{,]?0,)?2  ..  7'5 
(6 ,696  .. {/!0,21 
dJ ..  :~\ 1 ),, 9~5  ,J2 
il-dv?r>ces  granted 
for  'l9l9 
·Expenditure  from 
.  1  January  1979  to 
; 31  December  1979 
Amount  available 
at  31  Dec.  1979 
Adjusted  availab- a 
~1ity at  1  Jan.198d 
l  ~ 
,._,.-,.;. "'  -~._,.. "''CP••-----·  .. -------:  ------------------:-------------------: 
b  (;  d  =  (a  + b)  - 1:  e 
~  .... ~-,.-..-...""<'--~  ........ .,...,.....,_:; .............. ...,. ... ____________  : ____________  .,. ______ : --------------·--- ~ 
~ ?SQ.GOO.C'DO  J. 783.017.678 
t,j .64iL964,90:  t,t.,529.9l.4p~H: 
187.519.633 
.C..664.212,94: 
187.519.633 
1,.662.510,20  : 
;-------------------~--------~----------:-------------------: 
112.850.000  '124.176. 735,36: 
•1 :. , 913 ,, l?9 1'-t,-.  9~i;:  H.i'03.3t.1,.S7: 
19.181.505,  14:" 
2.648.676,09: 
19. 131 • 505,  14  : 
2. 618. 163,70  : 
~  ... ~  .... -- __ .,,_..,.._,._ -~~·"  ~="" ......  - ... :  ,., ______  ..  _. ...... _  .... _______  : ---·--------------:  -------------------: 
C:GO.~DO.OOO  ~  199,1,33.114~93:  28.063.575,28:  28.063.575,28  I 
79.945.512.37:  79.317.968.08:  11.223.529,31:  11.302.467,73  ~ 
-~=~·-· ·-·· ---------·----: -------··  --···--------:-------------------:-------------------: 
!.9j5.269,02  :  36(.297.000  :  346.100.069,46:  28.172.199,56:  28.172.199,56  ~ 
l ,206,,8?,81  2  62.78?,2?7Y06:  59.204.518-37:  4,789.166,50:  4.835.980,79  l 
....... --- .... :. ·-·-··;  ··--~---·----.. -··---··-; ----··-----------·---: -------------------:-------------------3 
:'C?.'>D.n  5.t,60.000  :  '5.135.735,,<.0:  •  586.355,31:  SE6.355,31  ~  " 
3Sl3, !SS,;;;:  3.1S7'  .•  97B~i,Q;  7.694.917  .. 62:  851.219,10:  87Z.904~56' 
...,...,4"1"_ -- ~·  ~~--- "'"'"•'  ~  ,.._. --<;<·- ~ ..,..,.._,,."""'" ~--·  ... ·----------:  ___________  ...._ -------:------------------:-------------------: 
~  lTk~. Y  LIT 
EUA 
~  ·~  -;-B 1 1)  ~~1f)3  \12Cl  2~ .09') ,000.000  14.199.466.240 
12.495. '141.,86: 
8.739.277.680  8.73Q.227.680 
7.543.050,69  ; 
;...uxtr·180uRC  ;  __  F R 
Eur 
~JCTHERLANDS  Ft 
ElJA 
UNITED 
EUA 
~·JfAL  E~~C /EU.A. 
;.  ~ 
'i .,66l ..  6~?./ 14  '!8 .(.07. 27 2,  {)Q;  1. 773.820,05: 
v-.~--··---·---~-·-r-•·-~-----------------~-:-----~---~---------:-------------------:-------------------: 
!{;~($({ 
27.'5, 3t.;} 
,29G.023.99  ~ 
~?~.029.l0 
;34, 100.  OIJO 
?o'l1f,H6,i,IJ: 
8'.092.333 
],Q97o91Q,83~ 
18.509 
19.449,01: 
18.509  2 
460,20  ~ 
:----~-------~~------~-------------------:-------------------~ 
,.; 7" '392 .000 
17.46"  .. )?2,01',: 
46.520.085,43: 
16.936.684,1.3: 
75.890,58: 
53.878,51: 
75.890,58  2 
27.370,34: 
-~--~D""-J"':: ""'..,.  .... ...,. ....... ~-· -- --·~ _,__- __ .,...: -------------------:-------------------:------------------: 
72.(6?,77  : 
07  32H .. 2S  ~ 
23.,09~323,i6  : 
860.000 
j  ,3(:'1,.8?.7.,'10: 
763.382,01: 
~. i67 .859,62: 
169.087,76: 
264.295,76: 
169.087,76  ~ 
260.777,33  2 
----:---~---------------:-------------------:-------------------: 
2S0.02f.2M,06;  2t.L 11,8.346,95:  32.288.247,27:  32.123.685,54 
·--·  ·------·~-~...------~~  ~---- _,  -~-~-----·-
1 
B~~ed on  fU~  ~3te on  20  No~cmocr  1079  valid  for  advance  payments  of  January  1980. 
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ANNEX  20  ----
~TUR_§__D.i£.Lf.~_E_?_  !J_Y_ J_HE  MEMBER  STATES 
Expendit~re declared  (  in  EUA  ) 
:-----------------------------:----~------------------------:-------------------:-----------------------------~ 
Cereals  Milk  products  :Sugar  and other 
:  expenditure 
TotaLs 
:---------- .... ---------: _____ ... _____________ : .,.. ________ : _________ ,., ________ ... : _______ ...,._: --..-.-----------:----:------------- ... __ ...,.,_ ......  ~ ---------;;. 
:  Belgium  :  9.233.655  :  11X  -.  35.296.289,57  ;  22:>:  ~  . - :  :  l.i.. 529.  9(,4  ~57  :  18s5!' 
0  :  :  :  ~  :  :  . 
~  Denmark  :  - : 
~  :  17.703.341,57  :  1a  ~  :  :  17.703.341~57  :  7  l 
:  :  .  ;  :  :  :  ~  ~  0 
g Germany  :  6. 740.931,33  :  az  ~  72.'575.912,. 19  :  4S,5X  :  1.124,.56:  U:  79.317  .06&~08  :  33  l  .  .  . .  :  -:  :  :  •  :  : 
~  France  ~  46.243.?69,47  :  58%  ..  12.961.248,90  ~  8%  :  - ;  :  59.20t..518,37  :  25  X 
: 
~Ireland  :  - .  ;  7.542.522,08  :  sx  ~  152.395,54:  99%:  7.694.917,62  :  3  % 
~ 
0  .  :  :  :  ~  ~  :  ~  , 
;Italy  :  12.495.141,86  :  16%  : 
~  :  - ::  - :  :  12.495.141  ~86  ~  5  i:  ;  I 
'  .  :  ~  :  ~  :  ~  ~  E3  e  .  . 
2.097.9'10,83  tux"enl:;ourg  :  ..  :  - :  :  1%  : 
~  :  :  2.097.970,83  :  1 % 
:  ..  . 
~  :  .  . 
Netherlands  :  5.240.344,11  :  7%  :  11.696.3t.0~32  ~  n  :  - ~  :  16.936.634-'43  :  7  1 
~  :  ::  :  ::. 
tJnited  Kingdom  :  85.818,69  :  ptll  :  1.082.01.0,93  :  o,sr.  :  - :  :  1.167.859,62  ;  o,sr. 
:-------------------:-------------------:----~----:------------~------:---~------:~-~-----------:----:-------------------:---~-----~ 
; EEC  80.039.16Q,46  :  100%  160.955.666,39  100):  153.520,10:1007::  241.1~8~346,95  ;  100  4 
:-------------------:-------------------:---------:---------~~-~------:---------:--------------:----:----------------~--:---------: 
.33%  66p5%  :0,5%:  100% 
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8UDGET  APPROPRIATIONS,  W79  On  W~l; CASH  POSIT!O~ AS  AT  31  DECE"BER  1979 
T  1  --------r-----~-- --------Apprcp.rlatlOn1ot-xpe-nditurl!'  e~tpenditure  expc-n.d,tvr-e  L·r')LI'>l"~. 
,-------~----'-
1  ftu•~eat ic  I  : ! ·  .....  ;;--;:;,  ;:.~ --·  -- -- ·· · - .  --.  -,;;; ~.j  ""  I ""'  T  ~------
I  T  1978  4!pprop- Ent rr!P'd  1n  .  . tor  dtc l•red  by  ~Y  .  for  .appropr lll t 101"'1 
' I '  ..........  ''" ""' ,....  ""  F"""''"'  ""'  ·~·""'"'  "~" """ ,,_., .. ,,  ""  L  1  M  i~d over  1nto 
carryovers  \  La~sed 
Art ..  6(1)(r:)  appropru::t:nn 
'  1979 
~  --- ~~~~.~~0  ---- -- ------ ,  r  --------
Finart-c;l.at.  Reg. 
-~-----
9201  1979  - 96.117.000  - 4.803.118,05  91.313.881,95  91.313.881,9  54.758.475,4  4.755.442,97  59.513.918,4.  31.799.963,  49  31.799.963,491 
921  Mil~ Products 
9210  Skimmed  milk  46.826.281,9  22.269.000  +  332.392,35  69.427,674,33  69.427.674,3  66.5!6.544,9j  2.891.129,39  69.427.674,3  o 
9211  Sldmmed  milk  po  er  - 87.940.000  - 2.332.392,35  85.607.607,65  85.607.607,6  21.131.985,8  4.181.531,87  25.313.517,6  60.294.089,  before 1979 
9212  Butter oil  befo  38.610,435,6  11.994.000  +11.081.865,65  61.686.301,32  61.686.301,3  60.083.870,9  1.602.430,42  61.686.301,3  o 
9213 
1979  - 62.250.000  -11.081.865,65  51.168.134,35  51.168.134,3  13.203.264,7  276.999,22  13.480.263,9  Butter  ail,1979  ;>7.687.870, 
0 
60.294.089,96 
0 
37.687.870,4C 
96 
40 
922  ~ 
9220  Bef orr  1979  94.599,3  - +  173.641,46  268.240,78  268.240,71  1. 124,5  267.116,22  268.240,1  0  0· 
1979  - 1.448.000  - 1.448.000  1.448.000  - - - 1.448.000  1.448.00~ 
923  Other  Produets  -
9230  Other  products  - - •  5.7~0.0~0  s. 700.000  5. 700.000  - 270.923,22  270.923,2  5.429.076,  5.429.076,  78  78 
924  Other  exoendhur 
9240  Other  expenditur  100.000  soo.ooo  - 600.000  600.000  152.395,5  7.365,68  159.761,2  • 440.238,  440.238,771  18 
TOTAL  100.070.567,4  287.336.000  •  8. 700.000  96.106.567,47  396., 06.567,4  7  41.148.346,9  17.858.98<1,11  259.007.328,0  137.099.239,  41  137.099.239,401 
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